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Director’s Message

This annual publication strives to highlight
the many pathways we take at CHL to fulfil
our mission of increasing understanding
and knowledge of our place in, and our
engagement with, the countries and cultures
of Asia and the Pacific. One of those pathways
involved, for the first time, reaching our
goal of 50 per cent of academic positions
in 2020 being held by women. This lays
a foundation for a better CHL for all.
The start of 2020 saw us endure a
remarkable set of events that on their own
were significant, but in combination proved
to be transformative in so many ways. The
environmental and social devastation of the
Black Summer bushfire crisis, followed by the
damaging Canberra hailstorm, was quickly
followed by the COVID-19 pandemic, leading
to rapid lifestyle and workload changes and
heightened anxiety across the community.

A top priority for 2020 was the need
to support the health and wellbeing of our
staff and students as news of lockdowns,
border restrictions and the relentless spread
of the pandemic created a deep sense of
uncertainty for the future. The rapid shift
to working from home arrangements
created its own challenges that were felt
differently across our diverse staff and
student community. Recognising individual
needs and acknowledging that everybody
was experiencing different and sometimes
complex challenges to balance work, home
and family life has been a critical component
of sustaining wellbeing and connectedness
at our School. In order to alleviate some of
these pressures, CHL organised regular
online morning teas, evening yoga sessions
and even a virtual ‘dance’ session to
my ‘Top 10 Happiest Songs’ playlist.
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“One of those pathways
involved, for the first
time, reaching our goal of
50 per cent of academic
positions in 2020 being
held by women.”
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It is with great pleasure that we bring you the third
instalment in the CHL In Focus showcase series–this
edition being a compendium of the many achievements
and challenges that emerged from 2020 at the
School of Culture, History & Language (CHL).
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Despite the multitude challenges we have
faced, the resilience, adaptive capacity
and kindness of staff and students
continue to be reflected in the positive
way we engage with each other and the
excellence of the work we do at CHL.
The production of Bushfire Crisis and
COVID-19 pandemic resources in many
of the languages taught at our School was
just one example of the way our staff and
students responded to community needs
during this period. The collaboration with
our colleagues from the Research School
of Population Health at ANU produced
critical health and wellbeing resources in
language for culturally and linguistically
diverse communities in the Canberra
region, and provided opportunities for
staff and students to contribute to rapidly
emerging community needs positively.
The transition to online learning placed
additional strain on staff and students as
working from home became a necessity

throughout the year. Fortunately, many of
our staff were experienced in delivering
high-quality and engaging courses online
(through Open Universities Australia),
and were able to offer advice and support
to those who had limited expertise in this
new online world. The development of
new and innovative micro-credential and
graduate certificate courses just recently
launched in 2021 (e.g., Tok Pisin language
intensive and the Graduate Certificate of
Engaging Asia) represent our ongoing
commitment to equipping students for
careers in business, diplomacy, nongovernment organisations and education.
CHL continued to fund our
collaborative Flagship projects as a platform
for developing research excellence that is
accessible to everyone now and beyond
the strictures imposed by the COVID-19
pandemic. The development of two online
websites—Culture and Language Education
(CALE) and Decolonising the Academy:
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Trans-Indigenous Possibilities—exemplify
our ethos to provide online resources that
students, teachers, and key stakeholders
can access globally anytime, anywhere
for ongoing knowledge exchange and
dialogue. The exciting new Evolution of
Cultural Diversity Initiative (ECDI) aims
to understand the drivers and processes
underpinning cultural evolution and
diversification in Oceania across the full
span of human history, from first settlement
some 60,000 years ago through to the present
day. The ECDI and our involvement in the
ANU Grand Challenges Scheme focusing
on research that has a positive impact on
Indigenous Health and Wellbeing (“Mapping
a New Path – Strengthening Social and
Emotional Wellbeing through Community
led Research and Knowledge Sharing”)
both strive to bring together holistic
Indigenous worldviews with the analytical
tools of contemporary western research.

Despite the upheaval and uncertainty
that came with the global pandemic and the
many challenges of 2020, there is much to be
optimistic about, and I hope the stories that you
find in this volume will be both heart-warming
and inspirational as we move forward
stronger together into the post-2020 world.

Professor Simon Haberle
Director of the School of Culture,
History & Language
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Where our researchers are engaged
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Vanuatu
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In the Forensic Stream of the ANU Speech and Language
Laboratory—a joint initiative between between the School
of Culture, History & Language (CHL) and the School of
Literature, Language and Linguistics (SLLL)—a dynamic
team of researchers is promoting a higher standard of
linguistic materials admitted as scientific evidence in court.

and a group of visiting researchers and
student scholars.
“[We are] a group of experts in the analysis
of linguistic materials as scientific evidence,”
Shun summarises. The group researches and
consults on criminal cases where the source
of voice and text ephemera are in dispute, an
area called forensic voice and text comparison.

The problem: communication technology
and criminal activity
Modern technology has made communication
faster, cheaper and more convenient;
communication technologies are now more
accessible than ever before. Statistics for the
year 2020 reveal that there are 3.5 billion
social media users worldwide, equivalent
to about 40 per cent of the global population.
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Dr Shunichi Ishihara of CHL leads the
Forensic Stream and is Co-Director of the
Speech and Language laboratory. Shun’s
research introduced a new direction in
the evidential analysis of linguistic texts
by applying the conceptual framework
standardised in forensic DNA comparative
science to text evidence for the first time.
Shun works alongside Dr Yuko Kinoshita,
an expert in forensic voice comparison who
pioneered the framework that brought voice
evidence evaluation to the gold standard for
forensic science. Also supporting the project
are Dr Frantz Clermont, an Honorary
Associate Professor of the lab who has
facilitated international collaboration on
speech science; Michael Carne, a PhD
student at CHL, working on a project supported
by the Australian Signals Directorate (ASD);

“There are 3.5 billion
social media users
worldwide, equivalent
to about 40 per cent of the
global population.”
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Voice and Text Comparison
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linguistic evidence
To strengthen the admissibility of linguistic
evidence for court, Shun, Yuko and their
colleagues have adapted the methodological
framework used for forensic DNA analysis.
In the 1990s, the success of DNA
analysis and the passage of two United
States court rulings, which established
the standard for expert evidence to
be admitted in court, promoted a
new scientific paradigm as the gold
standard for forensic evidence.
“It is now commonly acknowledged
that for evidence to be accepted as scientific
evidence in court, the error rate of methodology
used for forensic analyses must remain within
acceptable levels. However, this actually isn’t
the case in the Australian legal system for
linguistic evidence, which still allows ad hoc
experts with unscientific methodology,”

14
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The solution: a framework for better

Shun explains. “We are trying to change this, to
make the methodology behind linguistic evidence
empirically testable so that others can validate it.”
In other words, the method for
analysing evidence must be falsifiable
to be admitted to court. The standard,
testable framework for evaluating
DNA evidence is based on a concept
called the likelihood ratio.
Rather than considering the strength
of a hypothesis of guilt—how probable is it
that the suspect is guilty?—the likelihood
ratio dispassionately quantifies the strength
of the evidence. Essentially, this approach
compares the answers of two questions.
First, how likely it is that the piece of evidence
being analysed would occur if the suspect
and the offender are assumed to be the same
person? Second, how likely is it that this
evidence would occur if the suspect and
the offender are not the same person? The
magnitude of the likelihood ratio assists
the court to determine guilt or innocence.
There are manifold benefits to this
approach. Using a falsifiable and validated
approach to linguistic evidence in criminal
cases where the origin of this evidence is
disputed brings transparency to the evidence
evaluation. Greater transparency reduces
the likelihood of future appeals based on
the inadequate use of scientific evidence.

2020 In Focus

Digital technologies have become ingrained
in these people’s daily routines, with the
average person spending three hours a
day on social networks or messaging.
“While these technologies have undoubtedly
enriched our societies,” says Shun, “we must
remember that there are always some people
with malicious minds who try to exploit the
high degree of anonymity and the convenience
of technology for criminal activities.”
Cyber bullying. Online propaganda
from terrorist organisations. Misinformation
and fake news. From national security to
social safety, a variety of criminals and
the crimes they perpetrate manipulate the
communications technology embedded
in much of contemporary life.
The anonymity this technology can provide
often obscures the source of criminal activity.
Using fake social media accounts or cheap
disposable phones, criminals can communicate
with potential victims or each other from
beyond a technological veil. In this context,
when the source of communications in
malicious activity is unclear, forensic voice and
text comparison can support law-enforcement
agencies in their investigations by, for example,
narrowing down potential suspects.

framework widely while continuing to carry out
fundamental research on different languages
through collaborations”, says Shun.
Dr Ishihara and his colleagues
are currently working with various
national and international collaborators,
including the National Research Institute
of Police Science in Japan and the
ASD-ANU Co-Lab. Meanwhile, they
consult on cases, teach and continue
their efforts to reach a higher standard
of linguistic forensic evidence.

The techniques and skills developed
through linguistic evidential analyses
can also contribute to prevention and
deterrence if used to monitor criminal
or suspicious cyber activity.
After over 10 years of accumulating
empirical knowledge, much work still
needs to be done to make forensic voice
and text comparison a rigorously validated,
reliable process, but the team knows
they are on the right track. Looking to
the future, they hope “to promote the
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CHL alumna Dr Katerina Naitoro
can recall the exact moment she
became hooked on linguistics.
“I can vividly remember my first linguistics
lecturer, Kon Kuiper, pointing out the uniqueness
of human language: ‘No matter how eloquently
your dog can bark, he will never be able to
tell you that his father was a poor but honest
dog.’ And it kind of rolled on from there.”
Kate received the Stephen Wurm
prize for her doctoral research on a group
of languages from the southeast Solomon
Islands; yet her interest in languages began
long before she ever arrived at university.
A native speaker of Czech, Kate first
learned German and later English as she
grew up; through this experience, she
developed an interest in the similarities
and differences between these languages.
Later in life, after spending increasing
amounts of time in Anglophone countries,

Kate’s dominant language shifted to
English. This raised questions about
identity and the connection between
language, culture and ways of thinking.
“Language is one of the things that
distinguishes humans from other animals. As a
system of communication, it has unique features
that reflect human cognition, our inherent drive
to seek and recognise patterns, and our desire
to make sense of the world. Beyond conveying
information, languages helps us express our
identity, feelings and emotions,” Kate explains.
“Yet while these functions are common to all
human languages, there is so much diversity in
how they manifest in different languages.”
This deep fascination in
language and its patterns led Kate to
a career in linguistics research.
The puzzle behind her thesis arose
during her Master’s degree. Kate noticed that
in the language she was studying—’Are’are,
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“A native speaker of Czech,
Kate first learned German and
later English as she grew up;
through this experience, she
developed an interest in the
similarities and differences
between these languages.”

spoken on Malaita in the Solomons—
there were a variety of ways a verb stem
could occur with different transitive
suffixes, and nuances for each suffix.
For her PhD research, Kate conducted a
cross-linguistic study of the development of
this transitive morphology across a group of
languages from the southeast Solomon Islands.
Transitive morphology describes the linguistic
markings that occur in some languages to
distinguish between transitive verbs (which
have a direct object; e.g, ate in ‘I ate an
apple’) and intransitive verbs (which have
no direct object; e.g, fell in ‘they fell down’).
“I was curious as to the types of changes
that took place over time, and especially the
motivations for these changes,” she says. “The
picture that emerged was more complex than I
anticipated… I may not have figured out everything
I wanted to, but I have definitely learned a lot.”
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Dr Katerina Naitoro is the 2020 recipient of the
Stephen Wurm Prize for Pacific Linguistics.
Her research explores the development
of transitive morphology in a subgroup of
languages from the southeast Solomon Islands.

Profile

Dr Stephanie Majcher

“People assume that ancient languages are lifeless—just good
for the history books. But in a language like Sanskrit, you
become so aware that you are hearing the voices, thoughts,
wit, and so on of the people who composed the texts. It’s an
ocean of stories and voices. And the more time you spend
with it, the more you can hear.” — Dr Stephanie Majcher

It was almost a holy cow moment of sorts
for Dr Stephanie Majcher when she heard
the Sanskrit tale, Nala and Damayanti. The
story, which features wild geese who speak
to the protagonists, represented to Stephanie
characters who had their own distinct
voices, speech patterns and mannerisms,
just the way one can hear characterisation in
modern literature. When she heard the geese
speaking, she realised it was like jumping
into an ocean and never reaching the bottom.
People often treat ancient languages like dead
languages, but on the contrary, when you
spend enough time working with them, you
still experience them as living literature.
From early on, Stephanie was fascinated
with multifarious aspects of language,
especially less commonly studied ones. How
does one engage with language in cultural
ways? How do different cultural ways lead
to different styles of learning and using
language? Hailing from a multilingual

household, Stephanie harboured an inherent
attraction to language and the relationship
between language and identity. Growing up,
she also spent a significant period of time
in Asia, especially Nepal, and drawn by the
mysterious pull of the ancient and the exotic,
Stephanie followed her passion for the study
of language as a gateway to understanding
and developing closeness with other cultures.
As for Sanskrit, it’s ironic that Stephanie
almost failed her first year studying it! But as
she aptly states, “Falling in love is irrational, and
Sanskrit is the same.” Pursuing the language
professionally was unplanned, but it grew on
Stephanie for various reasons. Her journey as
a teacher of Sanskrit had its beginnings in a
yoga studio. She began teaching it in a nontertiary context, but she gradually discovered
her broader interest in Sanskrit beyond the
academic sense. What she loves about it is how
it keeps opening up. When you begin to think
you know it, you learn something new about it.
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Unlike Greek and Latin, Sanskrit retains a
place in daily practices and traditions. Sanskrit
has also reached beyond South Asian heritage
to attain global significance. Ancient languages
are often taught with a focus on reading
rather than speaking. Yet, it is still possible
to dream in that language, to connect with
reading a text in its first language. Ancient
languages can, therefore, still come to life.
Formally, Stephanie found that academia
tended to overlook such aspects of the
language, leaving little scope for individuality.
This was unfortunate, considering many
students of less commonly taught languages
tend to study languages for personal reasons.
So, what attracted Stephanie to teaching
Sanskrit at CHL? Associate Professor McComas
Taylor of CHL was a previous teacher of
hers, via videoconferencing in a co-teaching
environment between Sydney and ANU.
McComas is well known for the changes he
has instigated in the teaching methods of
Sanskrit, focusing on collaboration and the
breaking down of barriers between student
and teacher. He has brought about a real shift
in the way ancient languages are taught—he
makes the learning experience colourful
and vibrant. It was an inspiring prospect
to be working with McComas at ANU.
Moreover, unlike other universities—
where Sanskrit is often grouped together into
the Classics department with Ancient Greek
and Latin—it makes more sense that Sanskrit
at CHL is taught alongside other South Asian

19
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Of Talking Geese and Living Ancient Languages
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and Southeast Asian languages. Its relationship
with these languages gives Sanskrit a unique
regional relevance. Stephanie also enjoys
the collaborative environment here, where
students of Southeast Asian heritages can
more easily draw similarities between Sanskrit
fables and their own local mythologies.
As a Sanskritist today, Stephanie lives
her passion daily. To her, Sanskrit is her
playground, her happy place. It gives her
knowledge, meaning, cultural connect, social
and historical context, and much more. She
even finds a great deal of fun and game
in Sanskrit grammar, which makes her
think of language altogether differently.
Stephanie’s research interests lie in
the Vedic perspectives of language as an
instrument of self-transformation and as
a contributing factor in the development
of personhood. Her work focuses on the
intersection between traditional worldviews
and textual dynamics, with particular
attention to the way that concepts of truth
are attested or demonstrated through
style, structure, grammar, and other nontranslatable dimensions of language and
textuality. Specifically, Stephanie works on
writing standards for digitisation, taking
historical texts and digitising them as a way
of taking research from ivory towers and
making them publicly accessible. She has
been working on the analysis and translation
of ancient Buddhist manuscripts from
Gandhara (present-day Afghanistan and
Pakistan); since 2017. She has also been closely
involved with the digitisation of the Robert
Senior collection of Gandhari manuscripts
and is the lead designer and developer
of digital glossaries and Indic language
glossary standards for the READ Workbench
digital corpus collaboration platform.
Beyond the classroom, Stephanie runs
online Sanskrit reading and interaction
communities. It’s a way to give so much more
of oneself as a teacher, and also learn so much
from others. She hopes to be part of something
bigger, taking Sanskrit past the boundaries of
syllabus-driven instruction to something even
more enriching and real time. Because Sanskrit
is even more relevant in the modern age than
ever before. It is fully alive and breathing.

Research Focus

Did you know that like Japanese, Korean has a complex
system of honourifics? This involves different verb
endings and vocabulary based on the relationship
one has with the person being addressed.

Why honourifics?
As a native speaker born and raised in Korea,
Eunseon recalls how in her childhood, she
was always told to use honourifics (K. nop’immal or chondaet-mal) properly by her parents,
teachers, and elders. Just like many other
Korean native speakers, she used to believe
that Korean honourifics worked simply as
a linguistic marker to express respect for
seniors or superiors. This linguistic culture
seemed to make sense, considering the long
tradition of Neo-Confucianism in Korean
history. For a long time, Eunseon thought
that Korean honourifics was a tool to mark
Korean culture, as if language “reflected”
society. However, as she began to learn more
about how Korean honourification works
in various contexts, it came as a surprise to
discover that the “deferential” function is
not an inherent function encoded in Korean
honourifics system. Rather, the pragmatics of
honourifics turned out to be more diverse and

20

Premodern Korean
conduct manuals
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In North Korea, the highest honourific form
is reserved especially for the Great Leader,
who has his own verb ending, 옵 (“op”).
This fascinating aspect of Korean language—
honourification—is what Dr Eunseon Kim,
Lecturer and Convenor of the Korean
Language Program at CHL, specialises in.
Her research interests include language
ideology, the history of linguistic thought,
and metalinguistic discourses, with a
particular emphasis on Korean linguistic
etiquette. She explores how speakers shape
the cultural values of language in society in
order to project identity, to establish group
membership, and to engage with political
issues. Her research explores how speakers
shape the cultural values of language in
society, and her doctoral dissertation traced
the historical construction of the prevalent
Korean language ideology of Korean
honourifics as the hallmark of hierarchy.

understanding of language is engendered by
the social actors’ perspectives on language and
their ideological projects. A network of diverse
practices surrounding language-related
issues can reveal how Korean honourifics
are subsumed within the realm of ideologies
and the emergence of modern forms.
‘Elders or social superiors take
precedence,’ sums up the widespread
perception of ethno-national culture seen
through Korean honourification. It continues
interacting with the ongoing changes in
Korean society. Eunseon’s particular interest
lies in the ambivalent attitudes to Korean
honourification among lay speakers in the
discourse of globalisation and egalitarianism.
Popular books on language that provide
advice on appropriate social behaviour
are good subjects for observing the way in
which lay speakers or language professionals
engender how honourifics should work and
what they mean in Korean society. To those
who call for simplifying (or even eliminating)
Korean honourification, honourific language
represents social hierarchy, and the unequal
communication is a major obstacle to global
competence. However, others who still
advocate preserving the same linguistic
convention take a utilitarian perspective in
honourific language as a cultural commodity
in demand for identity performance and the
maintenance of cordial social relations and
a civil society. Two seemingly conflicting
attitudes toward Korean honourification
imagine language as a crucial medium for
thriving in the modern and global world.

2020 In Focus
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Korean Honourification:
Cultural Etiquette
in Language

contextual than she expected. This experience
reformed her thinking, raising doubts
around the taken-for-granted assumption of
Korean honourifics as a marker of ‘respect’
based on a hierarchical structure in Korean
society. Eunseon realised that her beliefs of
Korean honourification were constrained and
shaped by social and linguistics norms and
ethno-cultural nationalism. This realisation
gave impetus to her desire to explore what
sorts of activities and interests in societies
have shaped linguistic practices such as
Korean honourification as a linguistic
emblem of Korean ethno-national culture.
According to Eunseon, “Korean
honourification is known as one of the linguistically
and culturally distinctive phenomena in Korean
culture. The modern-day propositions about
Korean honourification put linguistic forms
and ‘deference’ as the essential constituents and
effect of polite manners. The perceived features
of Korean linguistic etiquette are encapsulated
as the embodiment of ethno-national culture.
What inspires my interest in language ideology
is my wish to go beyond such normative and
essentialised notions of Korean honourification.”
How and why do different groups of
people create, maintain and challenge specific
views or beliefs about the structure and use
of language? Eunseon’s keen interest in such
questions stems from the notion that the ways
we conceive language are saturated with
non-linguistic values and interests. Cultural
modernisation and nationalism peculiar to
the history of modernising Korea—such as
the emergence of modern linguistics and
morals education for national citizens—went
hand in hand with structuralising the formal
constituents of linguistic manners and
discovering it as an icon of ethno-national
culture. Eunseon believes that studies on
language in society and culture require more
attention to the fact that the dominant societal

Story

By enhancing research-led education in Asia and the Pacific,
CHL is well-positioned to provide an ideal platform to enhance
digital learning and strengthen cultural engagement with the
peoples of the region. And in 2020, COVID-19 made its mark
well beyond 2019 and suddenly, learning and engagement
via the digital medium had never been more critical.

2020 In Focus
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Pandemics and
Pedagogies:
Uncharted Territory

Transitioning the CHL flagships to
the digital space would offer strategic
opportunities for continued impact and
engagement beyond the initial scope of the
events, by establishing an online research and
learning community of strategic value. Beyond
the impact opportunities they would offer,
these platforms would be well-poised to drive
impact on, and contribution to, engagement
in Asia and the Pacific, reconciliation and
other matters of critical importance. For the
Languages flagship, a digital platform would
improve knowledge of, and engagement with,
languages and cultures of Asia and the Pacific.
For the Remix flagship, an ongoing platform
would provide a critical opportunity for CHL
and CAP to contribute to the Reconciliation
Action Plan and to the ANU strategic plan.
The culmination of months of effort were
two long-term and knowledge-rich assets
CHL is extremely proud of—CALE (Culture
and Language Education) and Decolonial
Possibilities, online, dynamic resources
for two of four CHL flagship programs.

The change that COVID brought about
to teaching delivery extended to other
University engagement and impact initiatives.
This included the CHL events program,
including its highly critical and strategic
National Institutes Grant (NIG)-funded
annual flagship programs. How possible
was the integration of CHL’s NIG goals,
the overarching aspiration to network and
connect, and the educational need to share
knowledge on a common platform? Was it
possible to revolutionise the way we held such
large-scale and strategic events altogether and
actually reform our platform of knowledge
and discussion to achieve connection and
continuity beyond timelines and borders?
With this new vision in mind, the
CHL team set out to herald a new format
of flagship event management—and one of
the key facets of this was the development
of an online showcase of resources and a
research hub that students, teachers, and
relevant stakeholders could globally access
anytime, anywhere for ongoing knowledge
exchange that was dynamic and real time.

The transition from inperson to online learning in
2020 was not an easy one.
Against the backdrop of COVID-safe
regulations, CHL—like all other schools
and colleges across ANU—was faced with
the challenge of reinventing teaching
methodology. This entailed adapting all
our courses to be taught online, which itself
required a great deal of planning at the
outset, by our Education Support team, the
Digital Education Support team and our
entire teaching staff. A considerable degree
of new challenges were thrown open in the
wake of the pandemic. Among these were
identifying appropriate tools and software
for teacher training and support; developing
a future-ready format of teaching in any

situation; advocating and implementing
behavioural change across the academic
and student community; and preparing for
and overcoming technical and logistical
barriers beyond borders. According to Ethan
Zhang, Digital Education Technologist at
CHL, following analysis of the challenges
expected and the student enrolment numbers
to be handled, it took constant coordination,
hand holding and training to get it right.
He recalls, “Sometimes I joined the classroom
sessions and exams just to ensure that things
went smoothly; we also wrote detailed instruction
manuals that provided step-by-step guidelines
on how to independently conduct a session.”
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The year 2020 saw the genesis of The Global
Festival of Asia and Pacific Language
and Culture Education, a series of online
language-focused seminars and workshops
hosted and organised by the School. It
was a fresh approach to continuing the
conversation initiated in 2019, with the
Innovative Language Education Symposium.
This involved facilitating the development
of CALE, a dynamic hub of resources and
research to support the innovative study of
the languages and cultures of Asia and the
Pacific. The CALE website is designed to
benefit educators, scholars and students of
all levels. The platform fosters and shares
specialised knowledge to enhance digital
language learning and cultural engagement
with the peoples of this region on diverse
themes, from food in language education and
VR and language education to perspectives
on language health, and wellbeing resources
include a collection of language-specific

toolkits, which will continue to evolve
on an ongoing basis, to support language
learning and teaching; a library of events
and recorded discussions on topical challenges
and innovative practices in language and
culture education; and eLearning exercises for
less commonly taught languages.
The Asia and Pacific region is a site
of increasing importance in contemporary
global affairs, be they social, political,
environmental or otherwise. By fostering deep
knowledge of Asia and the Pacific through a
platform for language and culture education,
CALE seeks to promote opportunities and
practices for engaging in, and with, this
dynamic and diverse region at a critical
time in its history. The expertise showcased
here and at the School covers many Asian
and Pacific languages less commonly taught
in Australia or elsewhere, as well as major
and classical languages of the region.
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Decolonial Possibilities
“Decolonising the Academy: Trans-Indigenous
Possibilities” is a project that brings together
Indigenous scholars from across Australia,
the Pacific and Asia, in an evolving and
expanding dialogue about what it means
to practice decolonial academic work.
Across the world, the university system
has advanced colonial modes of education and
research through its intrinsic relationships
with the nationalist project of the settlercolonial state. As a result, universities
exist as haunted sites of neo-colonial
power and violence. They have historically
functioned as imperial observatories to
study and construct knowledge about
Indigenous people, rather than producing
work by, for and with Indigenous people.
Indigenous theorists and educators have
increasingly responded to this problem by
furthering decolonial academic work in many
forms. This project seeks to encourage critical
conversations about this work—what it does,
why it’s necessary, and what its possibilities
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and limitations might be. This collaboration
is framed through the concept of ‘remix’,
which highlights a widening trans-Indigenous
regional dialogue, and the ways in which many
Indigenous scholars weave customary values,
beliefs and forms of knowledge production
with disciplinary and interdisciplinary
approaches, while underscoring the need
for historical and political justice.
This website is a platform through which
further conversations can emerge. Dissatisfied
with the ways that university research
attempts to control and master knowledge,
the vision behind Decolonial Possibilities is
to put into practice something quite different.
The platform features a host of resources that
help provoke conversations in communities
and universities. This includes a path-breaking
film and Dialogue, a space hosting monthly
conversations centred on BIPOC voices on
issues within and outside of the academy.
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Riding the COVID Wave

There’s a saying in Japanese that goes 起死回生, which
literally translates to “wake from death and return to
life”. Metaphorically, it means to take a bad or desperate
situation and turn it into a successful one. In 2020, this
was more relevant than ever in every sense. It also rang
very true for Japanese language study at CHL.

The Japanese language program at CHL has
traditionally been one of the most popular
and successful for CHL, as well as the largest
of its kind in Australia. It is one of the oldest
Japanese language programs in the country.
It is also boasts some of the oldest in-country
programs with a variety of learning periods,
from a four-week intensive to a semester or
a full-year course in collaboration with more
than 20 Japanese universities. Japanese is an
orthographically intense language. In order to
assist the well-balanced acquisition of the four
language skills, spoken- and written-focused
courses are separately offered to beginners in
the first year. There are plenty of advanced and
over-advanced courses available, even after
completing the first eight courses that make
up a Japanese language major. At the super
advanced level, students have access to very

comprehensive and rich learning content.
There are four advanced thematic courses,
which focus on current affairs, literature,
culture, society and other topics. The program
has evolved to include speaking-focused
courses and writing-focused courses at
the beginners’ level. This enables students
to concentrate on either component or
both, depending on their previous study
experiences or their needs. The staff adopt
an approach that acquires natural spoken
components systematically at the beginners’
level, which are normally not included
as formal learning objectives in current
Japanese education in Australia. The School
also offers plenty of Japan-related programs
such as Japanese linguistics, literature,
economics, and law, among others.
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The circumstances of 2020 had never been
experienced before. However, it was fortunate
that some Japanese learning materials and
assessments were previously already digitised.
Thankfully, CHL has a long history of online
teaching for less commonly taught languages
(LCTLs). That said, the challenge lay in the
scale and suddenness of it all, which generated
several logistical hiccups, and this was not
just limited to the initial planning stages.
Associate Professor Duck-Young Lee, Reader,
Japanese/Korean Language and Linguistics
and Convenor, East Asian Language Program
recalls, “Many students travelled from China
in February via Southeast countries due to the
Australian Government’s travel ban of the direct
entry from China; but many could not make it.
In checking student IDs at the final exam, we
found that some didn’t have IDs because they
could not physically come to the campus and
had never been in Canberra”. According to
Japanese Program Convenor and Associate
Professor Shun Ishihara, there simply wasn’t
enough time to plan, but what worked for the
Japanese department was the know-how it
already had to make it all happen. They had
the support of those experienced in online
teaching. The staff members were also close
to each other and worked well together, so
the morale was always high. All classes were,
therefore, successfully delivered remotely, and
accordingly all teaching materials were revised
and created for the remote mode. Assessments
were also revised so they could be done online.

01

The silver lining
It’s often said that in adversity lies opportunity.
The program convenors of the Japanese
language program at CHL do believe that
many positive elements emerged from the
change that the tsunami of COVID brought
about. The program is now more futureready than ever before. Further, the program
has withstood the financial consequences
of the pandemic, contrary to many other
universities reducing their number of offerings
or discontinuing their courses altogether as a
result. The CHL Japanese program’s in-country
virtual teaching initiative, in partnership
with a number of top-ranked universities in
Japan, has so far been extremely well-received
in terms of attracting student enrolments.
As such, the Japanese program at CHL is
favourably poised today to take great strides
forward, despite the roadblocks that surfaced
in recent times. It’s well on its way to continue
on its journey of offering a comprehensive
Japanese program and represent a study hub
of Japanese studies in Australia and beyond.
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Things of the Past?

Imagine this: you are walking down a street in an
Australian rural town—a present-day version of
Kenneth Cook’s Bundanyabba, perhaps. An old man
approaches. Something about him seems different.

Then you notice grotesque lumps
protruding from his forehead. You are
torn between curiosity and repulsion. You
want to keep staring but shame forces
your gaze away. You walk on, though the
image of the old man still haunts you.

demonstrate that the collection’s editor, Gan
Bao (d. 336), conceived of these mutations as
specific signs of nature that conveyed critical
political information. The protrusion of horns
in places where they normally would not
appear symbolised raised weapons and, by
extension, indicated immanent revolt against
the reigning emperor. So this fourth-century
editor apparently collected all the available
evidence of hornless beings that grew horns
in an attempt to explain a major upheaval
that had occurred shortly before his lifetime
and had led to usurpation of the throne. He
probably also sought indicators of what the
future might hold in store.
Revisiting familiar texts in this way affords
insights into how perceptions of reality in early
imperial China differed from our views today.
That, in turn, frees us of the need to frame the
past in terms of our own experiences; we can
open ourselves to different ways of thinking
about and being in the world. That is why the
Traditional Chinese Studies program at ANU
encourages questions we do not currently
ask and explores unfamiliar answers to
familiar questions.

Compare that response to the very different
way in which someone in early imperial China
might have perceived such disfigurement.
When Michael Schimmelpfennig and his
students in the Traditional Chinese Studies
program at ANU investigated the Records of
Inquests into the Spirit Realm (Soushen ji), a
collection of short stories compiled in the
early fourth century AD, they found several
descriptions of humans and hornless animals
who had grown horns. Such stories have
long been considered a precursor of fictional
writing in China. More recently, though,
scholars have concluded that many, in fact,
represented a form of historical record. Recent
research at ANU has lent support to this claim.
By comparing all the accounts preserved in the
Records of Inquests into the Spirit Realm and their
origins, Michael Schimmelpfennig was able to
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Traditional Chinese Studies at ANU

This research into medieval anecdotes was
made possible by an overhaul of the Literary
Chinese program at ANU. From 2017,
foundational level courses were expanded and
a rotating sequence of advanced-level courses
was launched. As a result, ANU now offers the
only full program of study in Literary Chinese
in the country—one that takes students from a
beginners’ level to research-ready proficiency.
The culmination of this program is the newly
conceived advanced-level sequence, in which
each course focuses on a different type of
text and therefore a different way of using
Literary Chinese. The language of medieval
anecdotal literature is radically different from
that found in excavated texts, for example;
and writers of Buddhist Chinese do different
things with their uses of the language to
authors of historical essays or ritual and legal
codes. Such breadth in the ANU program
has resulted in course offerings at a level
not found elsewhere in Australia, and rarely
found even at other Western universities
outside Australia. The reforms to the Literary

2020 In Focus

Chinese curriculum have also attracted an
increasingly diverse body of students. They
have, therefore, enabled students to progress
faster through the program and to deeper
levels of understanding, through learning
from one another’s approaches and insights.
This, in turn, has given students the skills
and confidence to engage with a research-led
education in all undergraduate courses.
And that has led to a steady increase in
students going on to enrol in Honours
or Master programs.
While pursuing language studies,
students are encouraged to enrol in a range
of courses on traditional China. In these,
they pick up both general skills of research
in this area and, at the same time learn
specific subject matter that prepares them
to progress to fuller and more advanced
levels of understanding of the Chinese past.

Studying traditional China at ANU

‘Zhongshan Going on
Excursion’: a painting by Gong
Kai (1222-1307) depicting Zhong
Kui, the demon queller and his
sister, and his demon entourage,
going on a hunting expedition.
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historical context, and philosophical analysis,
the translation of the Treatise and its critical
introduction made a major advance in
scholarship on the text by bringing to light
these long-obscured ideas and their difficulties.
Here, again, the educational activities
at ANU resulted in innovative research,
which has, in turn, shaped the researchled education offered in the Advanced
Literary Chinese course on Buddhism.

What’s next?
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Dr Mark Strange teaching at
the ANU Australian Centre
on China in the World.
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In our quickly evolving and increasingly
global world, things traditional are often
deemed things of the past and, therefore,
irrelevant or outdated. The many students
engaged in the ANU Traditional Chinese
Studies program are proof of the contrary.
Yet, there remains a recurring need to point
out how important it is to engage with the
past, and how it is possible to gain new
and relevant insights through learning and
applying a language like Literary Chinese
to the vast and largely unexplored body of
texts that constitutes the Chinese tradition.
To meet this constant challenge, members
of the Traditional Chinese Studies program
have begun to develop a new public image for
the study of traditional China at ANU. They are
seeking to fit the program in the University’s
broad framework but also to have it stand out
through its unique design. As a first step, they
are developing a web platform for Traditional
Chinese Studies, to be launched later in 2021.
Supported by the Australian Centre on China
in the World (CIW), their purpose with this
platform is to give a coherent and visible online
public presence to the Traditional Chinese
Studies program’s teaching, research and
outreach activities. The platform will enable
students throughout the country and beyond
to access the program and its resources. It will
give those students a sense of the courses on
offer in this area; the wealth of materials with
which they can engage through those courses;
and the many extra-curricular activities run by
those associated with the program. Students
of traditional China at all levels will also gain
access to additional teaching materials and
research tools specifically designed for their
courses, up-to-date links to important external
resources, and online tutorials for their use.

2020 In Focus
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Many students, therefore, benefit from taking
a combination of courses in Literary Chinese
language and in the historical, cultural, or
philosophical backgrounds of the texts that
inform us about traditional Chinese worlds.
Beyond attending regular courses, all
students are encouraged to engage with the
latest research on various areas of traditional
and modern China studies presented by
local and international scholars in the ANU
China Seminar Series, established in 2012 by
the Traditional Chinese Studies program’s
Dr Mark Strange. Students are also offered
further training in the weekly Classical
and Literary Chinese Reading Group.
Since Mark set up the group in 2012, it has
not only attracted a substantial number of
undergraduate and graduate students; it has
also played an instrumental role in several
research publications. Its members contributed
to the production of the catalogue that
accompanied the National Library of Australia’s
Celestial Empire exhibition of 2016, for
example. Between 2012 and 2019, the Reading
Group provided the stimulus for a complete
translation and interpretation of the Treatise on
Awakening Mahāyāna Faith (Dasheng qixin lun) by
Mark Strange, John Makeham, John Jorgensen
(all ANU), and Dan Lusthaus (Harvard).
This sixth-century work attempts to set out
the initial stages of Mahāyāna Buddhist
practice based on a variety of doctrines central
to several Chinese Buddhist lineages.
As a result, it has long been one of the most
important texts of East Asian Buddhism, and
over 300 commentaries had been written on
it in East Asia by the turn of the twentieth
century. Most of these commentaries explain
the Treatise through a series of neat models
for thought and practice, and then adapt
those models to suit different sectarian
agendas. But the members of the ANU-based
project attempted to scrape away at this
conceptual patina through revisiting the
earliest interpretations of the text from the
sixth century. Far from the coherent systems
imposed by later commentators, they instead
discovered a text that struggles to reconcile
seemingly contradictory ideas in Buddhist
texts introduced from India, and does not
always succeed in doing so. By presenting
a combination of philological explication,

The creation of a new web platform is closely
related to the development of online courses in
Literary Chinese. Members of the Traditional
Chinese Studies program have expanded
the range of online materials in their courses
in Literary Chinese as they move toward
offering appealing, innovative online and
blended versions of current courses. Over
recent years, for example, the program’s
members have worked together to create an
entire system of self-administered exercises
through which beginner-level students
embed the knowledge and, crucially, the
approaches to learning developed in class.
These exercises include not only practice
in, and experimenation with, the sentence
patterns and vocabulary of different types
of Literary Chinese text; they also encourage
students to engage with the argumentative
structures, the narrative techniques, the

conceptual challenges, and the historical
backgrounds of the materials under study.
This holistic approach to Literary Chinese has
helped to consolidate students’ foundational
understanding of the language in its fullest
sense. As such, it has drawn an enthusiastic
response from those who have worked with
these materials and has demonstrated its
practical value by setting students up for
the sort of accelerated progress to advancedlevel studies that the program supports.
By making such resources available to those
both on campus and beyond, the program
has again assumed a role of nation-wide
importance for education about China. The
current pandemic with its ban on international
travel of students has only served to make this
role—and the need to be visible, inviting, and
accessible—more urgent than ever before.
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Transforming our understanding of the lifeways
of the people and populations in our region
Profile
Kathryn Robinson
Research Focus
Chris Diamond

“COVID-19 highlights how truly interdependent
we all are. How reliant we are on cooperation,
communication, and compassion to successfully
combat the virus. It highlights how important it is
that we work together for a sustainable recovery
that delivers for our economies and our planet.”

Profile
Tony Milner

– Jacinda Ardern

Profile
Shimona Kealy
Research Focus
Tanya Jakimow
Profile
Evi Eliyanah
Story
The Queer Sinosphere:
Contemporary Experimental Art from
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong
Research Focus
Thai Popular Literature:
A Wide Cultural Canvas
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Emeritus Professor Kathryn Robinson reflects on the
parallels between the arc of her career in anthropology and
the transformation of the community she has researched
for over 50 years. This is one of the matters occupying her
in what she calls the ‘academics Valhalla’, a place where
a retiree is free to read, think, research, write—or not.

I marvelled at how different this lifestyle was
from that of the subsistence farmers I first
met almost 50 years ago. One of the group
— a young engineer — approached me and
introduced herself as the granddaughter of
some old friends, now deceased; her mother
was one of my ‘age mates’ in the 1970s. She
and her friends were in fact waiting for me.
Parents in Sorowako put a premium on
sending their children to be tertiary educated
in Java, to equip them for the new world of
industrial work. Yet while parents looked
to prepare their children for the future,
children looked to their parents’ past.

2020 In Focus
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I began my fieldwork as a PhD candidate
in anthropology at the former Research
School of Pacific and Asia Studies (since
amalgamated into the College of Asia & the
Pacific) in 1977. My field site — Sorowako
in Indonesia — was the site of a recently
opened nickel mine and smelter in Sulawesi’s
mountainous interior. The thesis focused
on the ways capitalist development in
a previously subsistence economy had
fundamentally transformed the everyday
lives and futures of the Indigenous people.
Throughout my career, I periodically
returned to Sorowako, following the
ways in which this small single-industry
mining town evolved. Dramatic changes in
Indonesian politics — with the fall of Suharto
in 1998, decentralisation of government
and direct local elections — transformed
power relations at the local level.
Meanwhile the mining company,
which dominates this local scene, has faced
challenges from new forms of global scrutiny

over mining operations in a globalising
world. Developments in shareholder activism;
industry voluntary codes of conduct;
concepts of corporate social responsibility;
and innovations in global governance,
including the recognition of Indigenous
peoples’ rights, were generating change.
Equipped with an ARC Discovery
grant, I set out in 2013 to consolidate my
understanding of these changes, in Sorowako
and other sites that developed in Indonesia
during the mining boom. I am now writing
a book that focuses on what these local,
national and global developments mean for
the fate of the Indigenous communities that
have been the ongoing focus of my research.
Many — but by no means all — of
my original interlocutors passed away in
the intervening years between my thesis
research and now. Fortunately, in recent
field trips I have formed a whole new set of
relationships, which have led me to surprising
discoveries about the nature of change.
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Kathryn Robinson

Stepchildren of Progress was the first book
to come from my research in Sorowako. The
title deployed what was then the prevailing
trope characterising the local people’s
response to their forced dispossession
from their land to make way for the
mining project. Dispossession had turned
these people into ‘stepchildren’, while
newcomers were privileged in ‘eating the
meat from the bones’ as one man put it.
Of course, the forces of globalisation
from the late 20th Century through the
early 21st Century have led to new modes
by which people conceptualise who
they are and where they fit in the world.
Contemporary culturally-inflected tropes of
‘identity’ have strong purchase in Sorowako,
as in contemporary Indonesia generally.
One evening, I came back to my
guest house in Sorowako to see a group of
young people sitting at a table drinking
cappuccino and twirling spaghetti.

Kathryn Robinson as a PhD
scholar in Sorowako I 1978
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While older generations enjoyed the
mountains and the lake in ways incidental
to their subsistence activity, these younger
people — whose work is related to modern
industry — have a very contemporary love
of place, which they enjoy in dedicated times
of leisure: boating, fishing, swimming and
diving. One group retrieves the swords
and knives of their ancestors, thrown
in the lake when they were ‘pacified’ by
colonial forces in the early 20th century.
So, the direction of my enquiries, like their
expressions of identity, has gone beyond
a politico-economic frame to encompass
a reconstruction and reassertion of a
cultural identity anchored on the past,
trampled down by the waves of
political and economic domination
over the last 150 years.
2020 In Focus
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This group of young, educated, Indigenous
people were making a film to document ‘who
they were’. Their parents and grandparents
had expressed a strong local autochthonous
identity in protesting their loss of land
and livelihoods to the mining project and
pressing claims on the mining company
and the government. While the young
people still press the yet unsatisfied material
claims made by their parents, they also are
concerned with what they experience as
cultural erasure and have a strong desire to
connect with the culture of their forebears.
This extraordinarily beautiful location —
the large deep Matano Lake, surrounded by
forested mountains — attracted European
naturalists and other explorers from the
late 19th century. I had been investigating
the publications and museum collections
of these adventurers in Germany and
Switzerland; it turned out so had this
new generation of Indigenous people.
They turned their technology skills to
exploring the sites of European museums,
finding photographs and images of objects
from their past. These include swords,
spears and other metal objects that their
ancestors fashioned from iron smelted
locally, from at least the 15th century.
Their parents had told them to contact me
to find information for the film they were
producing based on these materials.
In forming new relationships with the
children of my previous interlocutors, I
also discovered that their attachments to
place have evolved in interesting ways.

Young women in Sorowako
(circa 2016) playing with
replica weapons and head
gear, produced for the
inauguration of a customary
ruler. They are members
of a group documenting
local history, Inia Kita (Our
Village), the Mokole Matano.
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Dr Chris Diamond
Chris with Govinda Jha, an
important scholarly/literary
figure in Bihar and an expert
on the history of Maithili
Language and Literature. The
duo are discussing where to
find manuscript resources for
medieval Maithili literature.
2020 In Focus

A self-described “language nerd,”
Chris found his niche as a scholar in the
study of India. The country is currently
home to 28 official languages, and
historically home to countless others.
He was drawn to the Northern and
Eastern regions of South Asia, stretching
from Pakistan to Bangladesh, and studied
the two major languages of the region:
Hindi and Bengali. Beyond any individual
language, however, Chris is fascinated
with the process of vernacularisation.
Vernacularisation describes the
movement from cosmopolitan languages
toward local ones; it traces the transition
from standardised ‘classical’ languages,
like Sanskrit or Latin, to local ‘quotidian’
languages, like Hindi or English.
Chris studies this process through the
writings of one particular poet. Vidyapati
wrote in the region of Mithila in Bihar
state, just south of modern Nepal. The local
language here—Maithili—is a linguistic
intermediate between Hindi and Bengali
and, according to Chris, “owes much of
its modern identity to… Vidyapati.”

Vidyapati wrote in Sanskrit, the oldest
classical language of India; Prakrit, a diverse
set of devolving languages; and Maithili,
which at the time was an emerging local
language. Chris says the poet was one of few
who actively considered which language to
write in. Vidyapati recognised that Sanskrit
was a less accessible ‘scholars’ language and
that local people would prefer literature
that reflected their local vernacular.
“For me,” Chris explains, “Vidyapati
and the vernacular literary tradition that he
inaugurated are a case study through which I
try to understand why people decided that local
languages and identities were important enough
to break with the long-standing and wellestablished linguistic and literary traditions.”
Chris sees vernacularisation as a
moment in linguistic and literary history
when local identities begin to consolidate
and distinguish themselves from wider
socio-political influences. His research
relies on literary analysis, but only as a
window into questions of identity and
experience—in much the same way as
Chris’s interest in languages suggests:
“I was interested in these languages as
windows into alternative ways of thinking.”
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“In the modern world and under the
influence of European colonial thought,
most people understand that a ‘real language’
has a literary past. English wouldn’t be
English without Shakespeare, Dickens, or
Hemingway. But why is that the case? We
have constructed that identity for English.”
By investigating the construction of
vernacular identity through Vidyapati’s
poetry, Chris provides insight into the
ways Maithili speakers saw themselves
and their position in society in the past. His
hope is that this insight will in turn inform
scholarly and public conversations about
contemporary language communities and
their identities: “What does it mean to be a
modern person who thinks in English, Hindi,
Bengali, Chinese [and so on]?” he asks.
He continues, “We tend to believe that
modern national or linguistic identities are
universal and are unchanging…. What we see
by looking into the past of vernacular language
communities is how variable, malleable, and
intentionally constructed they are. This is not
to say that they aren’t ‘real,’ but that we as
humans have long been involved with telling
our own stories and that they always change.”

A cross-disciplinary approach to
identity and experience
Chris draws on two other disciplines
to facilitate this investigation: the
histories of memory and emotion.
Historians of memory seek to
understand the ways in which people of
the past understood their positions in time.
Parallel to this, the history of emotion
investigates how past people understood
and expressed their experiences.
“Both the history of memory and
emotion help inform my own work on the
history of vernacular identity by helping
me to isolate the instances in literary
history in which Maithili speakers and
authors constructed their own pasts.”
Identity is constructed; cultural
artefacts—like literature—facilitate this
construction, as do the memories and
emotions linked to these artefacts and their
creators. Chris illustrates this by pointing
to the English language and identity.
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At first glance, it may seem that literature and language
are the essence of Dr Chris Diamond’s research; yet
his cross-disciplinary investigations of one poet from
North-eastern India culminate in a rich reflection on
identity and what it means to be part of a community.

Profile

Dr Tony Milner trained first at Monash University, and
later at Cornell University under the supervision of the
influential historian Oliver Wolters. He then spent five years
teaching in England in the Centre for Southeast Asian
Studies at the University of Kent. He came to ANU in 1981,
joining the History Department, where he valued the high
commitment to teaching and great sense of community.

2020 In Focus
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In his research — focused on both Malay
history and regional relations — Tony has been
interested in the way history as a discipline
interacts with anthropology, literary criticism
and international relations. He believes
theoretical debate is critical in Asian studies
— and most other academic areas. Together
with Jamie Mackie, Jennifer Cushman and
others, he worked to promote this view while
editing the Asian Studies Review in the 1980s.
Tony was Basham Professor of Asian
History from 1994 to 2013, and served as Dean
of Asian Studies for a decade during that
period. His years as Dean were challenging,
but the faculty fared well in difficult financial
times through partnerships and cooperation
with the Department of Strategic and Defence
Studies and the Faculty of Economics and
Commerce. As Dean, Dr Milner worked
in an ‘Asia Committee’ with the Directors
of the former Research School of Pacific
and Asia Studies and the Crawford School.
He speaks warmly of this cooperation.

The strength of the old faculty of Asian
Studies, says Tony, was its commitment to a
language-based, history-informed knowledge
of Asian societies. Such knowledge was seen as
essential in the 1950s when the faculty began,
and “is probably even more important today”.
“If you look at the quality of the Faculty’s
expertise on China, Indonesia, Japan, Korea,
Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand—and
the range of languages we were able to teach,
including Sanskrit, Hindi, Vietnamese and even
some Burmese and Tetum—I think that in the
early years of this century we were delivering
what our founders had desired. I was certainly
grateful to have such high-calibre colleagues”.
Early in his career, Tony was influenced
by the Indonesianist John Legge and others
in Melbourne, who stressed the historian’s
duty to promote Australia’s engagement in
the Asian region. Dr Milner has tried to do
this (not always with success, he notes) in
his positions on the Howard Government’s
Foreign Affairs Council; other government
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committees (including two Australian
Research Council Panels); and through
work with Asialink, the Australian
Institute of International Affairs and
the Council for Security Cooperation
in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP).
Living on a cattle property — managed
by his wife, Claire — helps to keep Tony
mindful of specifically Australian points of
view. He continues to focus on Australia’s
engagement in the region as International
Director of Asialink and Co-Chair of
the Australian Committee of CSCAP.
Other high points of Tony’s career are
his appointment as Director of the AustraliaAsia Perceptions Project of the Academy of
the Social Sciences in the 1990s; a year at the
Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton on a
MacArthur grant; serving as Raffles Visiting
Professor at the National University of
Singapore; visiting professorships in Japan,
Germany and two Malaysian universities;

holding the Tun Hussein Onn Chair at
the Institute of Strategic and International
Studies, Kuala Lumpur; and being awarded
an Honorary Degree at the University of
Malaya. He received a Merdeka Award
in Malaysia and in 2007 was made a
Member of the Order of Australia. He
is at present a Visiting Professor at the
University of Malaya and a Professorial
Fellow at the University of Melbourne.
In the last few years — working in
Malaysia and Japan, as well as Australia
— Tony’s research has explored the ways
in which contemporary state-to-state
relations might be shaped by foreign affairs
behaviour in pre-modern times. Other
recent developments include Malay and
Thai translations of his book, The Malays.
Tony believes the great reward
in academic life is interacting with
lively colleagues, including PhD
students and other rising stars.
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Having completed her PhD at the School of Culture, History
& Language (CHL) in 2019, Dr Shimona Kealy began 2020 by
pursuing her interest in the movement and interconnectedness
of ancient Indo-Pacific island communities through a research
assistant position at the CHL Archaeology and Natural
History (ANH) lab. When ANU went into lockdown to help
mitigate the spread of COVID-19, Shimona had to adapt.

construction of phylogenies (evolutionary
trees) and biogeographic models.
When the lockdown began, Shimona
had reached a stage in the project where her
research required her to work in the ANH
lab—examining archaeological material in
the quarantine—or to visit collections in
museums across Australia and Indonesia.
The restrictions enacted in the COVID-19
response brought this work to a halt.
So Shimona turned to assisting CHL
academics take their courses online. While
the transition to remote learning was
challenging for all, it required an extra dose
of creativity for those courses involving
practical laboratory exercises and analysis.
“One of the tasks [was] to photograph
specimens for students to look at and analyse
as they [were] unable to handle the specimens
themselves. I went through my linen cupboard
to find a black pillowcase and turned our dining
table into a temporary photography studio!”
Some silver linings to the
lockdown were even less expected.
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Shimona’s thesis focused on modelling and
reconstructing the palaeo-seascape from
mainland Southeast Asia to Australia and
New Guinea. She is fascinated by how the
ancestors of Australian Indigenous and
Torres Strait Islander peoples travelled
this route. By conducting archaeological
and palaeontological surveys and
excavations in Indonesia and Timor-Leste,
Shimona investigated what was likely
the first sea crossing of Homo sapiens.
It was during her PhD that Shimona
first began working as a research assistant
in the ANH lab. She was set to continue
her research assistant work in 2020, this
time studying the prehistory of human
translocations of cuscus (a cousin of the
brush-tailed possum) between the islands to
the west and east of New Guinea, as part of
the ARC Centre of Excellence for Australian
Biodiversity & Heritage (CABAH). This
work involved archaeological excavations,
zoological surveys, the analysis of museum
collections, sampling of specimens
for modern and ancient DNA, and the
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Dr Shimona Kealy

“I am now much more appreciative of the office
space and how going into work breaks up your day!”
Shimona also reflected fondly on other
aspects of the work environment at the ANH
lab. Often favouring deep-focus activities,
Shimona didn’t expect to miss the piecemeal
interactions that so commonly pepper a
working day in the office. These interactions
tend to disrupt and distract by their nature, but
it turned out that the community she worked
in gave zeal to her day in ways she realised
only when she started working from home.
In fits and starts, the world started
to reopen—and the university along with
it. Shimona eagerly returned to more
familiar work in the lab as restrictions
eased, and looks forward to eventually
visiting the inter-state and international
collections she needs to examine.

In the meantime, Shimona reflects on her
professional experience of the lockdown—
and looks to the future—with what
appears to be characteristic geniality.
“I am pleased with the skills and ideas
I have gained for teaching online and I think
this will enable us as university lecturers
to be more inclusive and accommodating to
our students in the future with the increased
availability of alternative learning options.”
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Dr Tanya Jakimow

her previous research as a Discovery Early
Career Researcher Award (DECRA) fellow by
taking a closer look at how women participate
in politics across different contexts.
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Without rejecting the label outright, Dr
Tanya Jakimow—Associate Professor in
Anthropology and ARC Future Fellow—
qualifies the tendency to place her work solely
at the intersection of gender and development.
“I often wonder if this characterisation
was less about the focus of my research
and more about me being a woman.”
She prefers a more nuanced lens, seeing
her research instead as an investigation of
three themes critical to the anthropology of
development: power, politics and gender.
“I have been particularly interested in
how power operates…. Power is central to
the structural conditions that benefit some,
disadvantage others, sustain privilege and
perpetuate exclusion and marginalisation.”
Tanya’s recent interest in politics,
electoral politics in particular, relies on its
similarly critical influence on social structures.
Compared to non-government organisations,
aid agencies and other more ‘conventional’
subjects in the anthropology of development,
she believes politics is more consequential to
the everyday wellbeing of people, including
those who are targets of development work.
Two of Tanya’s current projects build upon
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Dr Tanya Jakimow’s current research seeks to
progress thinking around critical issues in the
anthropology of development and, by doing
so, to make a practical impact on women’s
representation and role in politics and power.

Women’s political labour, overlooked
During her DECRA research—an ethnographic
study of decentralised government and
community development in Indonesia
and India—Tanya observed that a great
deal of the political work conducted by
women municipal councillors, social
workers and party workers in Dehradun,
India went unrewarded. These women
worked tirelessly for their constituents,
helping the community, mobilising masses
and sustaining relations of patronage.
“Yet when the time came for parties to
nominate candidates to stand for election,” Tanya
explains, “these women were overlooked. The
fruits of their labour benefited other people.”
Her Future Fellowship research will
enquire more deeply into gendered forms of
political labour, the differential recognition
of this labour and how its rewards are
appropriated, accumulating to the benefit
of some and the disadvantage of others.
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Tanya attending a campaign rally for an
independent candidate in Dehradun’s (India)
Municipal elections, November 2018
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Looking to the future
Relying as it does on extensive fieldwork,
the progress of Tanya’s research diverged
from expectations this year. After cutting
short her fieldwork in Indonesia to return to
Australia, she arranged with her international
collaborators to progress with data generation
for the Development Leadership Program.
Her Future Fellowship research, however,
requires first-hand participant observation.
With fieldwork abroad momentarily on hold,

Tanya took the opportunity to engage in
‘immensely pleasurable and slow scholarship,’
sharpening the tools she will take into the
field once international travel recommences.
Delays aside, Tanya is already guided
by the hope that her Future Fellowship
research will extend beyond empirical
observation to generate practical lessons
for improving women’s representation
and participation in politics.

Having established a capacity-building
forum for women political actors in
Dehradun, India, she wants to extend the
network to Indonesia, and is working to
promote the election of women in the 2024
national elections in both countries.
Another of Tanya’s ambitions is to
foster an international community around
scholarship on women and politics across
Asia. She looks forward to her time at
ANU, connecting with the rich network
of experts and conversation to advance
the conceptual and analytical frames
used in the study of gender and politics
in Asia and the Pacific, and beyond.
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Tanya with her collaborators
from PRAGATI, from left:
Tanya, Pushpa, Namrata,
Rekha and Josphin
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“We need to work through different levels of
abstraction to make descriptions of the particular…
speak to these larger themes,”
Tanya reflects. “I think my biggest contributions
have emerged from gaining insights from one
locality (or particularity) and seeing how
they illuminate another, and can help answer
important questions relevant everywhere.”

A second research project—an
international collaboration through
a Development Leadership Program
grant from the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade—seeks to explain
the deterrents keeping women from
entering politics in Indonesia and
Sri Lanka. Both investigations speak
to the issues that motivate Tanya’s
focus on women in politics.
“I am increasingly disturbed by
the consequences of having a relatively
homogenous political class. When women
are under-represented, their interests
remain secondary to those of men.”
Tanya points to a number of recent
developments from across the globe: in
Australia, government stimulus packages
and other measures of the COVID-19
pandemic response, which invest more
money into male-dominated sectors and
leave women without critical support;
in Indonesia, the withdrawal of the
sexual violence eradication bill from
the 2020 list of priority legislation; and
in the United States, bills that mediate
women’s autonomy over their own bodies
pass through legislative institutions
where women are under-represented.
“Gender is not the only fault line here,”
Tanya says. “It is critical that democracies
are broadly representative of the populations
they serve: by gender, sexuality, ethnic
background, religion, ‘race’ and so on.”
From this perspective, it is indeed
reductive to classify Tanya’s research under
‘gender and development’, which vaguely
suggests an investigation of women’s
role in development. Her line of inquiry
instead seeks to critique the structures
of advantage and disadvantage through
a triangular lens, with power, politics
and gender each contributing an angle
to expose the weaknesses and inequities
that require attention. And it’s not just
municipal politics in one city or another
that are under the microscope; structures
of power, advantage and disadvantage
are of consequence across the globe.
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Dr Evi Eliyanah
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“I love watching films,” says
CHL alumna Dr Evi Eliyanah.
But for Evi, film is much more than a
medium of entertainment or artistic expression.
“It is an arena of struggle to contest or defend
certain social constructions and beliefs,” she says.
Her personal interest in film, combined
with an academic interest in gender
politics, sparked the thesis that led to her
receiving the Ann Bates prize. The prize
recognises outstanding doctoral research
focused on Indonesia and drawing on
Indonesian language source material.
Evi began by investigating women
filmmakers and their efforts to reshape
representations of ideal femininity in
commercial Indonesian cinema.
“Yet, as I went deeper into the literature,”
Evi explains, “I found that scholarly investigations
were more likely into women, femininity and
non-heteronormative gender and sexualities.”
She therefore turned to questioning
whether cinematic portrayals of
masculinities—particularly the hegemonic
ideal of masculinity, known in Indonesia as
bapakism—and the contemporary gender

order ever raised issues for men. Men are
generally the most immediate beneficiaries
of patriarchy and traditional concepts of
masculinity, but do all men receive similar
benefits from these structures and tropes?
How do conceptualisations of masculinity
evolve? Why, and to who’s advantage?
To investigate these questions, Evi
used a combination of field research,
interface ethnography and content analysis
to examine Indonesian filmmakers’ efforts
to undermine bapakism through cinema.
“This research focuses on the crucial years
of 2000 to 2014, during which profound sociopolitical and economic shifts forced changes
to Indonesia’s official patterning of gender
relations. Consequently, these changes provoked
a requestioning of what constituted ideal
masculinity, as well as femininity, in Indonesia.”
Despite this dialogue around the
reconstitution of gender politics, Evi found
that commercial filmmakers struggled to
innovate and experiment with alternative
ideals of masculinity; the result was a
lack of equal and fluid gender relations
being portrayed on the big screen.
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“Her personal interest in film,
combined with an academic
interest in gender politics,
sparked the thesis that led to
her receiving the Ann Bates
prize. The prize recognises
outstanding doctoral research
focused on Indonesia and
drawing on Indonesian
language source material.”

Nevertheless, Evi takes
a positive attitude.
“Commercial cinema, like any
other form of pop-culture and media,
is not an arena where public consent
is won once and for all by the
dominant group espousing hegemonic
masculinity,” she says. “It is an arena
of continuous struggle.”
While the prevailing portrayal of
masculinity in Indonesian cinema—and
arguably elsewhere—remains patriarchal,
there is hope that public dialogue
around gender politics will continue to
deconstruct hegemonic masculinities.
In the meantime, Evi continues to
study the contestation and construction
of social relations on screen—this time
examining representations of marriage
patterns among the youth and how
diverse Islamic practices are portrayed
in cinema—in contemporary Indonesia.
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Dr Evi Eliyanah is the 2019 recipient of the Ann Bates
Postgraduate Prize for Indonesian Studies. Her
research focuses on the construction, contestation and
representation of masculinity in Indonesian cinema.

Story

The Queer Sinosphere:

Chi Ta-wei’s The Membranes is a
work of speculative fiction with
a sympathetic protagonist and
a narrative driven by
internal, personal
growth, rolled into the
form of a queer story
of life in a dome under
the ocean after a
climate apocalypse.

When body parts, organic materials and chemicals,
and pathological specimens collide with art and
queer literature, what do you get? You get a
unique perspective on contemporary experimental
art from China, Taiwan and Hong Kong.

writing to queer and speculative fiction—as
well as the intersections thereof—and have
lectured on topics ranging from the history
of medical photography to the exhibition
of Chinese cadavers in internationally
circulating anatomical displays.
Ari’s overarching research focus is on
medical humanities and the human body in
art and the humanities. This includes studying
overlaps in popular culture, such as the history
of Frankenstein’s monster in China or the
circulation of anatomical exhibits associated
with China. While all of these various interests
may seem far apart, they do, in fact, come
together, especially in Ari’s more recent work.
Ari’s recently co-edited special issue of Screen
Bodies: An Interdisciplinary Journal of Experience,
Perception, and Display (with scholars Howard
Chiang and Ta-wei Chi) gathers essays about
everything from a Mainland Chinese artist
who uses transgender imagery to a Taiwan
sculptor, trained as a dentist, who makes
synthetic tiger penises in an effort to divert
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Transgender in translation
Another area of interest for Ari lies in
the translation of literary works by queer
authors from Taiwan. For Ari, translation
is a way to contribute to cultural exchange
to help Sinophone literature reach larger
audiences; it’s a form of outreach, as it exposes
material and perspectives to those who
are not students of Chinese Studies. Ari’s
translation of an experimental memoir by the
celebrated Taiwanese author Qiu Miaojin’s
(Last Words from Montmartre, New York Review
Books, 2014, with a full-length Afterword),
was a finalist for the 2015 Lambda Literary
Award as well as for the Best Translated
Book Award of 2015; it has been reviewed
in international venues ranging from
Book Forum to the Times Literary Supplement.
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This is an area of critical interest for Ari
Larissa Heinrich (pronouns: he/they/他),
who researches artworks that use biological
materials. Ari, who has a Master’s in Chinese
Literature from Harvard University and a PhD
in Chinese Studies from Berkeley, has written
extensively on Chinese and transnational
visual cultures, medical illustration and critical
theory. In comparative gender and sexuality
studies, Ari’s co-edited volume Queer Sinophone
Cultures (with Howard Chiang for Routledge,
2013) impacted a range of research areas in
Chinese-speaking contexts. One of the key
contributions of Queer Sinophone Cultures was
to foreground otherwise marginalised aspects
of Chinese cultures by offering constructive
critiques of mainstream cultural and sexual
practices in locations as diverse as China,
Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong and Malaysia.
Ari is also known for their translations
of key works of queer literature from Taiwan
in the late twentieth century. They teach
a range of subjects, from experimental art

Ari’s latest translation was published
in June 2021 from Columbia University
Press. It’s a short novel by Taiwan author
Chi Ta-wei called The Membranes, first
published in 1995. The Membranes is a work
of speculative fiction with a sympathetic
protagonist and a narrative driven by
internal, personal growth, rolled into the
form of a queer story of life in a dome
under the ocean after a climate apocalypse.
Featuring everything from cyborgs to
high-tech surveillance, the novel is, as
the author Kim Stanley Robinson puts it
in an endorsement, “a powerful story about
consciousness and connection with other
people. It cuts right to the heart of our current
moment by way of metaphor, but in a manner
that is entirely Chi’s, and thus a new thing for
English language readers.” According to a
pre-release review in Publisher’s Weekly,
“Readers will notice prescient echoes of modern
life in Chi’s depictions of all-absorbing media
consumption and loneliness in the midst of
hyper-connection…Though Chi’s meandering,
restrained style will be unfamiliar to many
Western readers, this captivating novel is rich
and rewarding.” For Ari, The Membranes
is essential reading, as it represents
the diversity of voices—including
queer ones—in the speculative fiction
Sinosphere at a time of peak international
interest in Chinese speculative fiction.

wildlife poaching for medical materials; the
issue includes interviews and more. Ari’s
first research monograph, The Afterlife of
Images: Translating the Pathological Body Between
China and the West (Duke University Press,
2008), has become a “go to” work in classes
on Chinese cultural studies of the body.
What led to this unique concoction of
expertise? Ari’s pathway to their interest in
medical humanities stemmed from their early
enthusiasm for science, medicine and maths
as well as art and literature; they believe the
traditional hard line between science and the
humanities often doesn’t do justice to either.
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Contemporary Experimental Art from
China, Taiwan, and Hong Kong

Ari’s research into the overlaps of race and
gender in visual culture and science continues
with their latest project on the transgender
Hong Kong artist Jes Fan, an artist whose
work uses biological materials like melanin,
estrogen, testosterone, and urine as mediums
to comment on gender, race and embodiment.
The book (working title Decolonial Melanin:
Jes Fan’s Contagious Xenophoria) received
support from the Andy Warhol Foundation
Arts Writers Grant. Structured like a glossary,
it will be designed to allow readers to skip
through and engage with different aspects
of Jes Fan’s artwork according to what they
are most interested in, so they won’t have to
read a slab of academic text all at once. Ari’s
book thus explores—among other things—
the complex social life of melanin and the
changing meaning of ‘race’ at a critical juncture
in the history of biotechnology and culture.
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An experiment in the making:
the road ahead

Artist Sydney Farey’s mural 面对
面, based on Ari’s translation of The
Membranes, represents a quest for
self-understanding during a timeless
conflict between the unfiltered human
form and technological life. Influenced
by horror manga and the work of Junji
Ito, 面对面’s monochromatic colour
scheme and focus on clean line work
presents a graphic narrative for the
viewer’s interpretation. With no clear
storyline across the panels of this
piece, the artists asks you to consider
your own relationship between
human experience and technology
to carve out a unique narrative.
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Thai Popular Literature:
A Wide Cultural Canvas

portray the unequal gender relations that exist
between men and women in a patriarchal
culture that constructs Western women as
sexual others to both Thai men and women.
Janit specialises in modern and
contemporary Thai literature and cultural
studies. Her love of popular culture and
narrative in all forms inspires her research
as well as language teaching and learning.
Her research interests include Cold War
literature, the portrayal of cross-cultural
contact, gender, social and cultural issues in
literature, food memoirs and contemporary
Isan (Northeastern) literature. Janit completed
her PhD in Thai Cultural Studies at the School
of Oriental and African Studies (SOAS),
University of London in 2011 on a scholarship
from the Harvard-Yenching Institute. Her
PhD research investigated the “desire to be
modern” of the Siamese/Thai state from the
mid-nineteenth century to the modern era
and the relationship between the modern
environment and gender and sexuality in Cold
War Thai literature. This genre of literature
has conventionally been perceived as mass
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According to Janit, Thailand today is at
a crossroads. An uprising is at play, led by
the new generation, the youth of Thailand.
They’re armed with a social critique of
inequality and hypocrisy. Janit examines
this uprising through the lens of literature
written in its context, and challenges the
practice of seeing literature from a purely
artistic perspective. Instead, she argues
that it needs to be seen as an expression of
social conditions, in this case inequality.
Literature—as an artistic contribution—is
a tangible medium for communication, and as
a student of words, as a literary scholar, Janit
feels a compulsion to express, discuss, and
engage with literature in the larger context,
be a part of the message being communicated
and make it accessible to a wider audience.
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In one of her research papers, Fun, games
and gains in Bangkok Unlicensed Guide: Thai
(male)–farang (female) sexual encounters in 1970s
semi-fiction, Dr Janit Feangfu investigates
cross-cultural encounters from the point of
view of a local man who tries to gain the upper
hand in power negotiations in the context
of tourism. Janit recalls how she became
intrigued by the short stories of Ta Tha-it, or
Chusak Rasijan (b. 1937), which were largely
“unknown to those outside of Thailand and
unheard of by most Thais under 30 years of
age”. When Janit came across Ta Tha-it’s first
Kai-phi Bangkok collection (1972) in 2006, she
was particularly fascinated by how the stories
vividly portrayed the lives, hopes, fantasies
and inherent sexism of Thailand’s Vietnam
War era tourism industry. The candidness of
a pre-politically correct awareness captures
the sentiment of those involved and the
curiosity of the public who bore witness
to a flock of foreign tourists coming to the
country in the American Era (1950s–1970s).
Whether Ta Tha-it’s stories are drawn from
real experiences or are based on fantasy, they

The cover of Bangkok Unlicensed
Guide semi-fiction published in 1976,
representing the unequal gender
relations that construct Western women
as sexual to both Thai men and women
in the context of Thailand’s patriarchal
culture and Cold War tourism industry.
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A local, unlicensed tourist guide in Cold War Thailand. A
farang (foreign) woman. Power negotiations. Titillation…

market material and lowbrow content, but
according to Janit, it is actually great material
that hasn’t really ever been studied from the
sociocultural and socio-political lenses.
Janit’s focus area is a wide canvas, both
in terms of time periods and cultural and
social settings. She studies pop culture and
documentary materials from the 1950s till
present-day popular literature. She looks at
power imbalances from the lens of gender and
sexuality, as well as socio-political dynamics,
and is also interested in the relationship
between food and community and how this
plays out in structural power. The magic for
Janit lies in the connections that are visible—
and sometimes underlying and less obvious—
in the different facets of Thai culture, social
trends and history. For example, what does
it mean to be a man, a woman, a teenager in
times of dynamic periods of change? How
have roles and perceptions of roles changed
over time? How does tradition co-exist,
clash, and negotiate with the contemporary?
How do propaganda, global influences and
a changing youth culture work together
to change Thailand as a whole? What are
the gender roles apparent in food culture,
and what constitutes the politics of food?
An interesting anecdote Janit shares in
the context of food culture stems from her
recent interest in Thai literary readings of
food narratives and memoirs. She elaborates
how the locals of northeast Thailand, a region
typically associated with being dry, poor
and dirty. There are many narratives on
how people in this region struggle with the
extremes of nature and of central government
control in the garb of Communism. Faced with
food scarcity, communities have an age-old
culture of eating raw fish, and therefore, have
been prone to diseases like worms and bile
duct cancer. The government perceives these
as ‘poor people’s diseases’ and is campaigning
against the practice of eating raw fish. So, in
a sense, the Thai Government uses medical
discourse to control the community’s practices,
which clashes with cultural discourse of
the community in question. Therefore, a
seemingly simplistic food culture actually
has undercurrents of a battleground, where
politics and culture collide and create
identity issues and misunderstandings.
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Serving as a partner and essential resource
for all who focus on Asia and the Pacific

Story
Translation in Times of Crisis
Profile
PhD Showcase

“We don’t expect to ever return to business as usual
pre-Covid…we will continue to adapt, and we must
be willing to be both innovative and measured in
this uncertain time.”
– Professor Brian P. Schmidt AC FAA FRS

Story
Investigating the Evolution of
Cultural Diversity
Story
Making Research Count in a Crisis
Research Focus
Kundangkudjikaberrk: Language Variation
and Change in Bininj Kunwok
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Future Proofing
the Nation

Story

Throughout 2020, people across Australia have rallied to
provide much-needed volunteer responses under exceptional
circumstances. While some have turned their hands to
whatever needs doing, others have specific skills that they
have willingly volunteered. PhD candidate and certified
translator Maho Fukuno reflects on the volunteer effort to
translate health and wellbeing resources at the School.

While these resources were produced
in English, there was an awareness of the
need to make them accessible for culturally
and linguistically diverse members of the
University community and beyond. When
School Director Simon Haberle put out
a call for volunteer translators, a mix of
academics and postgraduate students rose
to the occasion. The bushfire factsheets
were translated into 12 languages and
the COVID-19 resources into six.
We worked in pairs or small groups to
ensure the accuracy and appropriateness of the
translations. As the fundamental aim of these
translations was to keep people in Australia
safe and well in these difficult times, we
needed to make them as accessible as possible.
We shared them across websites, social media,
newsletters and the network of embassies
and cultural groups across Canberra.
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hoped the translators felt “a great sense of

achievement knowing that these translations

will benefit culturally and linguistically diverse

communities,” highlighting the need to address
unequal access to essential information
for those from a non-English speaking

background, especially in times of crisis.
Sarah also reflected on how easy

it can be “to forget how many other people,
beside the scientists and frontline workers,
contribute to the response to these crises.”

These meditations make me realise

that, as a translator, I possess knowledge
and skills that can contribute directly to

the community’s health and safety—and,

I hope, can facilitate the emergence of a more
equal, kinder society after such crises.

This is an adaptation of an article written
by Maho Fukuno for, and published in,
the August 2020 issue of In Touch, the
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magazine of the Australian Institute of
Interpreters and Translators (AUSIT). It
appears here with AUSIT’s permission.

Maho Fukano
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Twice this year, the University closed its
campus for related reasons: first in January,
when there were hazardous levels of bushfire
smoke, and then again in March, to slow the
spread of COVID-19. Both events endangered
the health and wellbeing of our community
while we just went about our daily lives.
To help mitigate the physical and
the mental health effects of these events,
CHL facilitated two translation projects
in collaboration with the Research
School of Public Health (RSPH), the
Centre for Arab and Islamic Studies
(CAIS) and a team of volunteers.
Through both crises, the RSPH tirelessly
provided the public with evidence-based,
accessible resources to promote and support
wellbeing, including a bushfire smoke factsheet
and a set of suggestions for maintaining
mental health and wellbeing during lockdown.

staff made to this endeavour, Simon
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Translation in
Times of Crisis

In acknowledging the contribution CHL

“These resources were translated… through
the incredibly generous efforts of our staff
and students,” said Simon. “In the face of
such hardships, it is incredibly rewarding to
see collegiality within the School and across
Colleges to produce such positive outcomes.”
These outcomes included both
intended and unexpected benefits
across the broader community.
The collaboration saw academics, staff
and students from different disciplines
forming a new community, one in which we
combined our knowledge and skills in order to
contribute to wellbeing beyond the University.
I feel that participation also helped
me maintain my wellbeing during
this period of physical isolation from
normal collegial interactions.
In conversation with CHL Engagement
Officer Sarah McLaughlin, who coordinated the
translations, Maho discovered other outcomes.
“We don’t appreciate translations enough,”
Sarah says. “Being able to speak a language
is one thing, but translating English into a
completely different language in a way that makes
sense… is another. That’s really amazing.”
Similar comments are probably often
made by people working with translators
and interpreters for the first time. Yet by
demonstrating both the skills involved
in translation practice and the utility of
translated information, these projects
have, perhaps, been a step toward raising
public awareness of the importance
of translation and interpreting.

Profile

Hipolitus Wangge

PhD Showcase

Talei is a Fijian and Italian PhD candidate in Pacific
Studies. Her current scholarship by creative works
aims to chart the Nuclear Free and Independent Pacific
movement across Oceania through historical ethnography,
weaving archival records and material objects with
oral histories of activists and artists. She has academic
interests in Pacific cultural studies, decolonial and
creative research methodologies and archival studies.
As with most second-year HDR students, Talei was meant
to conduct fieldwork this year. The pandemic forced a
dramatic reshaping of her PhD; she now continues to
write her thesis, relying on archives in Canberra including
the National Library of Australia, the National Archives
and the Pacific Manuscripts Bureau, while conducting
Zoom interviews with peoples from across the Pacific.
As HDR Representative for Gender, Culture and Media
Studies, Talei acknowledges that the many issues of 2020
beyond the pandemic have made the year particularly
challenging for PhD students. Through it all, she is especially
grateful for the support of her supervisor and panel.
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Luke is a PhD student in the Cultural Anthropology program.
His thesis examines beer in contemporary urban Myanmar
as a symbol of whiteness, masculinity and power. From
1885, British colonisers expedited a Burmese beer industry,
which later became a site of prestige ruled primarily
by the Burmese military. Luke’s research explores this
history and its impact on Myanmar society and culture.
He finished fieldwork before the pandemic hit—most
fortunately, considering the methodological emphasis in
cultural anthropology on participant observation. After
several challenging months of attempting to research and
write remotely, Luke was grateful to return to campus: “It
is indeed community that helps productivity, and so much else.”

Clara Boulanger
Clara is a PhD candidate studying Archaeology and
Natural History in a co-tutelle program with the Muséum
national d’Histoire naturelle in France. Her dissertation
studies the appearance and evolution of marine activity
practiced by Homo sapiens in the Philippines, Indonesia
and East Timor through the late-Pleistocene era and
transition to the Holocene—the time of the last Ice Age.
Clara left Australia at the end of 2019 to finish her
fieldwork. After spending much of February and March at the
Max Planck Institute for the Science of Human History in Jena,
Germany, she returned to Paris one week before the lockdown
started in France. Clara’s work was delayed amidst the anxiety
of a pandemic tearing through Europe and two grandmothers
living in an area with low hospital capacity; Clara has since
submitted her PhD thesis, and her oral defence examination
was held in Paris at the Muséum national d’histoire naturelle.
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Like many of their colleagues, PhD students were fraught
with upheaval throughout 2020. The selection of profiles
presented here showcases the resilience and persistence
exhibited by research students across the School.

Hipo is interested in how local civil society groups (CSGs)
respond to opportunities and challenges in post-autonomy
Indonesian Papua, with a focus on their increasing political
prominence since the so-called Papuan Spring of 2001,
despite a political context marked by enduring repression.
When the School shut down for four months, Hipo
lost access to historical archives central to his research. His
thesis schedule was rearranged and entire chapters were
redesigned given his limited access to academic sources.
All this while managing tutorials for two courses at the
University and worrying about his family in Indonesia, where
millions have struggled due to poor pandemic management.
Nevertheless, he is grateful to his supervisor for
providing a supportive environment and was able to
finish a paper, published in Contemporary Southeast Asia
in August, based on his fieldwork in Papua in 2019.
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Oceania is home to 1,500 languages,
comprising 20 per cent of the world’s linguistic
diversity in only 0.5 per cent of the global
population. The ECDI seeks to understand
what factors—from the environment to
how people moved across and inhabited
space—contributed to this variety throughout
history and into the present. To answer
these questions, the ECDI takes an intrainstitutional and transdisciplinary approach,
uniting academics from archaeology,
linguistics, psychology and more.
A number of projects sit under the ECDI
umbrella, including the School’s flagship
seminar series, Synapse. In 2020, Synapse
invited scholars from Australia, France,
the United Kingdom, the United States
and beyond to discuss topics including
knowledge generation through experimental

archaeology; evolution and variation in
kinship terminologies; and reconstructing
deep history through ancient DNA analysis.
The Initiative works in collaboration
with Indigenous communities across
Oceania and aims to share insights
and outcomes generated with the next
generation of students and researchers.
While global in its scope and
implications for the understanding of human
development, society and culture, the
Initiative currently focuses on four Oceanic
regions historically home to some of the
most diverse environments and populations
in the world: Northern Australia, Eastern
Indonesia, New Guinea and Island Melanesia.
Archaeologist and ECDI Research Fellow
Dr Ben Shaw, who joined the Initiative in 2020,
plans to establish a Papua New Guinea field
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The PNG field school will take a small group
of students from diverse disciplines to a field
site to collaborate with the local community
and each other over the course of three weeks.
“Students will have the opportunity to work
together and individually on research projects that
will contribute to answering overarching questions
about the evolution of cultural diversity,” says Ben.
He hopes that the experience will encourage
students to appreciate the richness of sharing
insights across disciplinary boundaries.
As an archaeologist, Ben sees his
contribution to the Initiative as an exercise
in investigating the deep history of
human society through material culture.
Yet, he remarks that archaeologists must
work in tandem with other disciplines to
make archaeological data truly ‘talk’.
“Archaeology is unique in some respects
because we work to establish time depth
for human behaviour through the material
culture left behind in the ground, but we rely
on other disciplines to help translate these
records into a human story,” he explains.
Transdisciplinarity is perhaps
the only way the ECDI can pin down
the story it’s trying to tell.
“Human beings are just so complex, and
different disciplines offer unique perspectives on
the human past. Archaeologists often team up with
linguists, anthropologists, ecologists and historians
to tell a more nuanced narrative of the past.”
“The field school teaches interdisciplinary
approaches by showing students firsthand how
archaeological data is collected and how we
get from a fragmented collection of ‘voiceless’
broken pot sherds, for example, to understanding
human behaviour in the deep past.”
The field school will also emphasise
the importance of working and consulting
with the communities the ECDI works in.
“Consultation begins long before we arrive
in the field and continues long after we leave,”
says Ben. “Transparency and honesty are so
necessary when working with any community,
no matter where in the world that may be.”

Telling a human story
Transdisciplinarity and community
collaboration are key pillars of Ben’s academic
research. He derives deep enjoyment from
solving novel problems by working closely
with his colleagues, asking how their
disciplines would approach the challenge. He
also notes that community consultation “is
essential to everything we do as archaeologists.”
Building on this vein of acknowledging
that his academic efforts would be impossible
without the communities he works with,
Ben has begun communicating his research
findings in new, community-oriented ways.
“I have taken to making videos of the fieldwork
and the research process which present a much
more human side to archaeology,” he explains.
“The videos are not aimed at a scientific audience
but the local communities where we work to
show where we had been and what we did.”
This imperative to turn academic findings
into an accessible, human story is just one
way of giving back to the community. The
practice of giving back speaks to a sea-change
in fieldwork practice. Half a century ago, many
researchers took their fieldwork findings
back to their ivory towers; now, fieldwork
emphasises not only collaboration with the
community, but gratitude for it. As Ben reflects:
“It is such a privilege to work in these amazing
and visually stunning places in the Pacific.”
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The Evolution of Cultural Diversity Initiative (ECDI)
unites researchers from multiple disciplines and
institutions to investigate how Oceania came to be the
most culturally and linguistically diverse region on the
globe. ECDI Research Fellow Dr Ben Shaw reflects on
this effort and describes how the field school he has
proposed will further the mission of the Initiative.

The Initiative in action
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Investigating the
Evolution of
Cultural Diversity

“Students will be involved in collaborative
work and consultation with communities in
Papua New Guinea where we are working. As
we are hosted by the community and stay in
the village for the duration of the field school,
there are many opportunities to discuss
what archaeological research means to the
community and to learn from each other.”
“[They] will also learn skills in survey,
community engagement, excavation and to critically
assess new data as we find it. Our aim is to provide
students with collaborative, interdisciplinary,
analytical and practical skillsets with a high degree
of cultural literacy that will give them an edge in
whatever profession they pursue in the future.”

school to deliver on the knowledge-sharing
and community-engagement ideals that are
close to both his heart and that of the project.

Story

The efforts of this team are part of an air
quality-monitoring project that spans different
schools and centres at ANU and beyond. ANH
has been monitoring pollen in the Canberra
atmosphere since 2007, and this was born
out of research undertaken in the northern
tropics (Darwin) a few years earlier. This
research focused on the impact of smoke
from seasonal fires and airborne pollen on the
respiratory health of Indigenous populations
in the Northern Territory. Once this research
concluded, the monitoring equipment was
relocated to Canberra for a long-term pollen
monitoring program at ANU. Other pollenmonitoring programs have existed sporadically
across a number of Australian cities, but

a successful National Health and Medical
Research Council (NHMRC) partnership grant
awarded in 2014 allowed the department to
consolidate these efforts and co-create the
Australian Pollen Allergen Partnership, as well
as online resources such as CanberraPollen
and AirRater. Canberra is the only city where
both of these apps operate and provide a
much-needed service to the community in
Canberra—the hay fever capital of Australia!
This intra- and cross-institutional
collaboration has particularly gained
interest and momentum in the wake
of the Black Summer bushfires of
2019–2020. Its roots, however, began in
2016 in response to a different crisis.
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“This research focused
on the impact of smoke
from seasonal fires
and airborne pollen
on the respiratory
health of Indigenous
populations in the
Northern Territory.”
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Once a day, Dr Ben Keaney—or one of his colleagues
at the Australian National University (ANU) School of
Culture, History & Language (CHL)’s Archaeology and
Natural History (ANH) lab—journeys to the roof of the
Peter Baum building in the University’s science precinct.
There, atop the building, sits a simple but highly effective
piece of research equipment that makes a difference to
people every day—an air quality-monitoring station that
captures minute airborne particles on a microscope slide.
Ben’s daily routine is to gather these slides and return
to the lab, to count the particles through a microscope
lens and determine the daily pollen count in real time.
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Making Research
Count in a Crisis

Dr Ben Keaney with the
pollen monitoring device,
which was moved to his house
house during the COVID
lockdown period so he could
continue to monitor the daily
pollen count in Canberra.
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“When that event happened, people weren’t
prepared and not aware that this could
happen to them. Now that Melbourne had
that experience, that experience is being
translated into education and awareness,
and with more people being aware of it,
we can help reduce the risk of this kind
of disaster happening in the future.”

Broader significance
According to Ben, the evolution in the
scope of the project has had important
capability-building effects too. Trained as a
palynologist (study of pollen), he has found
a significant degree of learning from a shift
in focus to air-quality monitoring, which
represents an expansion of his own training
and knowledge. Similarly, the University
is improving technology and its ability to
contribute to critical crisis responses such
as storm asthma and bushfire smoke.
The potential is huge, with respect to
possible deployment of the technology in both
outdoor and indoor applications to measure the
efficacy of air filters. This includes a promising
opportunity in the pipeline to take the
project’s findings to primary and secondary
schools for the improvement of air filters.
The team’s ongoing contribution to public
awareness around air quality is an essential
service that cannot be underestimated. Most
recently, the service was used heavily in
the 2020–2021 extreme grass pollen season
in Canberra, to tangibly help public health
outcomes. Today, the Canberra Pollen count
app is used by more than 11,000 people.

— Professor Simon Haberle
The Black Summer
The Black Summer bushfires that
devastated Australia in 2019 and 2020
issued copious amounts of hazardous
smoke into the atmosphere.
Following the devastating bushfire
season, the CHL team, with funding from the
ANU Bushfire fund, expanded its pollencounting project to encompass air-quality
monitoring more generally. The team joined
forces with Sotiris Vardoulakis from the John
Curtin School for Medical Research’s National
Centre for Epidemiology and Public Health,
and further collaborative links were formed
to provide real-time monitoring of particulate
matter in the air. This research will be used
for epidemiological study into the effects of
bushfire smoke on the public, but also provide
a daily monitoring and public alert system
based on the particulate matter in the air.
The Black Summer bushfires showed just
how important information on air quality is
for the wellbeing and health of people in our
region. The development of the AirRater app
provided a much-needed portal for air-quality
data (PM2.5) during the bushfires. Many
lessons were learned during that period, and
these have been incorporated into the ANH
research program for the future. One of the
most important insights has been the need for
accurate and spatially relevant environmental
data to be available to people during times
of crisis. The Canberra Pollen Monitoring
Program plans to extend spatial coverage and
temporal understanding of airborne pollen
(and other allergenic particles) through ARC
funding applications in the next few years.

“We’re leaders in terms of looking at
air quality, relating research directing
to the public in real time and seeing
the benefits of this research on
people’s health and wellbeing.”

— Dr Ben Keaney
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On 21 November 2016, a peculiar and deadly
phenomenon struck the bustling city of
Melbourne and surrounds. It was a series of
thunderstorms that triggered severe attacks
in asthma sufferers—but also people who
had never had asthma. Thunderstorm asthma
can happen suddenly to people in spring or
summer when there is a lot of pollen in the
air and the weather is hot, dry, windy and
stormy. The unusual environmental conditions
resulted in 10 deaths and many thousands
of presentations to emergency wards, clinics
and pharmacies across the city in a very short
span of time. In fact, it is the most significant
event of its kind ever recorded in Australia.
The Melbourne event bought into sharp
focus the need for a system to daily warn the
Australian public about the levels of grass
pollen in the air. ANH had the world-class
facilities and expertise needed to provide
such a service and had been instrumental
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in the provision of real-time thunderstorm
asthma alerts. The aftermath of this event
created a lot of concern in government health
departments, and efforts were made to ensure
that daily pollen monitoring and forecasting
was improved in key areas. And so, following
the Melbourne incident, ACT Health became
a supporter of the pollen-monitoring work
being done by the pollen lab at ANH and
regularly liaised with ANH on issuing any
EXTREME pollen and thunderstorm asthma
warnings for the ACT. The ANH team is very
conscious of the importance of providing
timely and accurate information to the public,
and it does this through effective science
communication—TV and radio appearances,
websites, blog posts, podcasts and phone
apps—all providing information to the public.
Several years later, a new crisis
presented yet another opportunity to
apply the technologies in new ways—
the Black Summer of 2019–2020.

Flashback to the storm

Research Focus

Kundangkudjikaberrk:
Language Variation and
Change in Bininj Kunwok
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Close to 7 hours by road out of Darwin. A remote family
outstation, with a community of 15–20 people. No phone
reception. No internet. Accessible only by plane for six
months of the year. Only solar power to charge devices,
like basic research equipment. And a surreal memory
of the time a helicopter arrived with a dead buffalo
dangling from a rope, shot by rangers at a neighbouring
outstation and then sent to Mamardawerre for meat.
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Alexandra Marley’s Research Story

Alex recording Rosemary Nabulwad

Mouths coming together…
This pretty much describes the rustic
surroundings that were home to Alexandra
Marley for 13 months during her fieldwork
as part of her five-and-a-half years of PhD
research. Her research in Arnhem Land,
Northern Territory, was focused on tracing
the variation and change of the Bininj
Kunwok language, a (Gunwinyguan)
language of Northern Australia, which is in
the Non-Pama Nyungan language group.
At around 2,000 speakers and with children
still acquiring it as a first language, Bininj
Kunwok (or simply Kunwok) is one of the
strongest Australian Aboriginal languages.
Alex’s 13 months in Arnhem Land were
during May–June through to November,

to coincide with the Canberra winter (the dry
season in the tropics). Despite the season,
though, the intense heat and humidity
posed a considerable challenge for Alex. This
was besides the primary difficulty of being
separated from her own family for months.
And then of course, there was COVID, bringing
along its own roadblocks. Yet, Alex considers
she was lucky, as her fieldwork was complete
prior to 2020—her last trip was in February
2020, just before things took a turn for the
worse globally. Moreover, the community in
question was already remote and isolated,
so the impact of COVID was not drastic. The
borders of Arnhem Land were closed, however,
so travel to Darwin was out of the question.
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Alex’s thesis examined variation and change in
Kunwok and identified a sample of variables in
the language, discussing how the distribution
of these may be indicative of ongoing change
and diversification. Through a series of
case studies on variation in Kunwok, Alex’s
research focused on linguistic and social
variables and analysing them through a range
of complementary theoretical frameworks.
The project—which Alex commenced under
the Wellsprings of Linguistic Diversity
laureate project at the Centre of Excellence
for the Dynamics of Language, with
supervision from Professor Nick Evans—
extended beyond mapping the language’s
evolution to capturing local attitudes about
language usage and cultural practice.

The title of Alex’s thesis, Kundangkudjikaberrk,
came to the fore during her months of
fieldwork. The word was uttered by a resident
of Kabulwarnamyo, who described the
convergence of dialects and clanlects she had
witnessed in her lifetime. It literally means
‘mouths coming together into a single group’
and, according to Alex, “poetically and efficiently
describes the process of linguistic convergence”:
kun-dang-kudji-kaberrk
NEU-mouth-one-all.together
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community, who helped identify speakers in
archival recordings if elements like skin name
and clan were identified in the conversation.
In this sense, Alex’s fieldwork was not only
about data collection, but an opportunity to
return materials to the community and give
her research a human angle and another
layer of meaning to the community. Alex
built a sizeable corpus of around 27.5 hours
of speech. The corpus has an apparent time
depth of a century, which means that the
birth dates of the speakers range about 100
years (from 1907–2010). As such, this was not
only a comprehensive analysis of synchronic
variation possible—variation through the
community and region but also a diagnosis of
changes in progress (diachronic variation).
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Overall, Alex’s research and fieldwork
provided a detailed portrait of variation
within an Australian language. By
incorporating a number of complementary
methodological and theoretical frameworks
to examine a suite of variables, her thesis
laid the groundwork for a new direction in
variationist studies, and for an understanding
of the socio-cultural forces that have shaped,
and continue to shape, the great linguistic
diversity found on the Australian continent.
Alex submitted her PhD in 2020 after
five-and-a-half years of research. After
having written the bulk of this thesis, she
even returned to the Bininj communities
of Mamardawerre, Kunbarlanja, and
Kabulwarnamyo, to present her findings to
the community and to ask for their thoughts
and reflections on her conclusions. Although
this was not a formal requirement of her
degree or program, Alex felt that returning
the results of her analysis was a vital step
toward supporting and promoting inclusive
research practices and the decolonisation
of academic Indigenous research.
Alex emphasises “In my view, taking
research back to the communities we work with
should be mandatory for ALL researchers.” She
adds, “I am not of Australian Aboriginal heritage,
and while I have been warmly and graciously
adopted into a Bininj family in Mamardawerre,
I can never speak for the community.”
It’s only fitting, then, that in the last
chapter of her thesis, her final word to the
Bininj communities she worked with—
especially Mamardawerre— is a Kunwok
word meaning ‘that’ll do’ or ‘that’s enough’…
Bonj.
Alex is currently a CSIRO postdoctoral
fellow and with the National Collections & Marine
Infrastructure (NCMI) & Centre for Australian
National Biodiversity Research (CANBR).
She is currently working on linking
Indigenous botanical knowledge to the collection
in the Australian National Herbarium (ANH)
and using the collection to support Indigenous
languages and ecological knowledge.
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Language evolution can be studied across
languages or within one language, and Alex
took a micro-level approach, studying small
changes within a speech community. This
involved learning the language herself, and
recording and transcribing conversations
with speakers using the help of paid
research assistants from the community.
Alex combined contemporary fieldwork
data with historical data from AIATSIS
archives. One of the factors central to her
research was making archival data available
to communities. Some heritage materials
aren’t well documented—missing metadata,
like when and where the recordings were
recorded, who is talking, and so on. Alex
(and others) worked with the Elders of the

Bonj

Alex’s research and analysis identified
changes with respect to the language within
the community between children and
adults. These pertained to differences in
pronunciation, as well as changes resulting
from contact with, and the influence of,
the English language. What was of broader
significance was identifying the motivations
for language change. In addition to internal
changes (i.e., not as a result of contact and
colonisation), there are social, political and
psychological factors and pressures that
drive languages toward change as a direct
result of contact, or (more worryingly)
lead to language shift (when a community
abandons its language and shifts to another).
In terms of the community response to
language evolution, they were largely aware
of changes in the practice of their language,
and would vocally disapprove when asked
about change. However, interestingly, in
practice, both parents and Elders seemingly
allowed more autonomy in language usage.
For instance, parents do not correct children
when they use language that adults often
view as ‘not proper/correct’ or the ‘right’ way
of speaking. They place greater emphasis on
how to use the language appropriately—that
they are using the right address term or
kin term with their relatives and speaking
politely to those who they are expected to
show respect to. In this sense, language in the
community is closely tied to cultural practice.
According to Alex, a crossgenerational comparison of speaker data
shows a phonological change in progress,
increasing regularisation of pronominal
forms, and vast variation in paradigmatic
structures. The huge amount of variation
in Kunwok, thus, points toward a society
that permits and even promotes linguistic
variation at the individual level, creating
an environment highly favourable to
fostering and maintaining diversity.
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From left to right: Stacey Lee, Alexandra
Marley (holding Stacey), Evelyn Narorrga,
Janice Nalorlman, Margaret Nabulwad, Doreen
Nalorlman (deceased), Rosemary Nabulwad,
Estella Nadjamerrek, Conrad Maralngurra
Front row: Randy Lee, Ewen
Nayilibidj, Tyson Maralngurra

Change in progress
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The CHL family of academics and staff,
along with their families, get together
for a pre-Christmas celebration at
the end of a tumultuous 2020.
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Dean’s Message

Our School

It is with a deep sense of satisfaction and
pride that I present In Focus 2020. This annual
publication is one of the jewels in CHL’s crown,
reflecting the excellence and expertise in research
and teaching that the School represents.

While this showcase has been in the making
since mid-2020, it is only fitting that we
are seeing its launch well into 2021.
In a year that redefined the world and constantly played
ping pong with plans and priorities, it was imperative
to take additional time to reflect upon the year gone
by. As the pandemic forced everyone to reconfigure
even the most basic elements of work, study and public
outreach, we found that many of our business-asusual measures of progress were disrupted—from the
events we hosted and networked at, to the practical
global exchange programs we offered in the form of
in-country study and field schools, to the research we
conducted in the field. Despite the myriad changes we
all had to rapidly adapt to, CHL proved resilient and
showed its strengths more vibrantly than ever before.
In 2020, the School stood firm against the tide and
prioritised adaptability as an essential cornerstone of its
education strategy to combat the impact of COVID on
its very foundations. In doing so, it once more proved
itself on the parameters of excellence and pedagogical
flexibility. This was largely thanks to its diverse
community of staff, researchers and educators,
whose versatile disciplinary foci and cultural expertise
remain unparalleled at our university. This year’s
In Focus, too, showcases the eclectic mix of expertise and

originality of research and teaching endeavours at CHL.
The School’s signature flagship programs demonstrate
the innovative and exciting approaches we continue
to explore, whether it be in the realm of language
pedagogy, transdisciplinary research, decolonising the
academy, or understanding and preserving Indigenous
languages. The academic staff of CHL, whose scholarship
spans linguistics, gender, media and cultural studies,
history, anthropology, natural history, and archaeology
know that the future of research and education lies in
collaboration so that each detail in the depth of their
knowledge can, in combination, address the big issues
of our time. It is the deep concern and regard for shared
humanity and community that forms the base of CHL’s
higher purpose. We shall all continue to work together
to deal with the effects of COVID-19 on our people, our
students, our operations, our communities and our
families. I am proud of the remarkable community of
talented, passionate and compassionate individuals that
constitutes CHL. Its faculty and staff embody the spirit
of the College of Asia & the Pacific and ANU. Every
individual in our community gives me great hope and
encouragement for the future.
Professor Sharon Bell
Interim Dean ANU College of Asia & the Pacific

The School of Culture, History & Language acknowledges the Ngunnawal and Ngambri people, who are
the Traditional Owners of the land upon where our School lives and this content was created.
This Ngunnawal Ngambri land has supported our students throughout their time at ANU and will continue
to hold a space for future generations to come together, learning from Country and one another.
We pay our respects to all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, past, present and future and
acknowledge that this land from which we benefit has an ancient history that is both rich and sacred.
The ANU community makes a commitment to always respect the land upon which we stand
and ensure that the voices of this land’s First Peoples are both heard and listened to so
that we may move towards a future marked by cooperation and a shared respect.

Mission
Advance the frontiers of Asian
and Pacific Studies through
the lens of disciplinary, crossdisciplinary and area studies.
Tackle the challenge of
understanding the dynamics of
local communities in the Asian
and Pacific region and their
response to a changing world.
Provide national and international
leadership through a deeper
engagement with the culture,
history, environment and languages
of the Asia and Pacific region.
Train the next generation of
outstanding scholars in humanities,
social sciences and languages
involved in Asia and the Pacific.
Research and teaching themes
The education, research and
outreach portfolio for the School
can be grouped into four major
themes that serve as virtual centres
of interdisciplinary discourse and
interaction within CHL. The School
collectively determines and funds
annual Flagship projects that focus
on one of the four broad themes of
the School on a rolling basis. Staff
are working within one or more
of the themes described below:
Languages: delivers deep
knowledge of the regions’
languages, including exploration
of the nature, cultural context and
historical development of Asian and
Pacific languages. This includes the
research priorities and mission of
the Australian Research Council
(ARC) Centre of Excellence for the
Dynamics of Language (CoEDL);

Histories: explores recent and deep
time historical change in Asian and
Pacific nations and communities,
social and political institutions,
violence and reconciliations,
origins of migration flows and
the impact of colonisation,
conflict and historical memory
on the contemporary region;
Cultures: charts the transformations
and interconnections of Asian
and Pacific cultures, including
the dynamics of development,
media, technologies, urbanisation
and migration and changes in
individual and collective identities
grounded in race, place, gender,
nation, region and religion;
Environments: links archaeological
knowledge of deep-time ecological
change with contemporary
humanities scholarship addressing
the urgent issues of climate change
and the imminent challenges of food
and water security, displacement
and conflict in Asia and the
Pacific. This includes the research
priorities and mission of the ARC
Centre of Excellence for Australian
Biodiversity and Heritage (CABAH).
Our achievements
CHL has the best and broadest Asian
and Pacific language instruction
in Australia. The disciplines of
Anthropology, Archaeology,
History and Languages are ranked
as the best in Australia and the
first three of these are within the
top 20 in global rankings tables.
CHL has been home to four ARC
Laureate Fellows. CHL hosts two
of the nation’s ARC Centres of
Excellence that are at the frontier of
research and training in linguistics,
archaeology and engagement with
Indigenous communities across
our region: CoEDL; CABAH.

CHL’s academics are members of the
national academies of humanities
and social sciences in Australia, the
US, and the UK. CHL’s academics
are regularly recognised for their
innovative teaching methods.
Our place in ANU and the
College of Asia & the Pacific
CHL is one of the five constituent
schools and centres that make up
the ANU College of Asia & the
Pacific (CAP), and is the largest in
the College. With approximately
110 academic and professional staff,
a large cohort of distinguished
professors emeriti and researchers,
over 80 higher degree researchers
and postgraduate students,
scores of academic visitors and
affiliates, and three-quarters of
CAP’s undergraduate student
load, the School is the principal
arena for humanistic enquiry,
including the study of languages
within the College. As such, we
think of ourselves as the pillar
for CAP, anchoring it in the
study of the cultures, histories,
environments and languages of
the Asia and Pacific regions.

Executive
Professor Simon Haberle
CHL Director

Professor Simon Haberle completed
his PhD at ANU on the Late
Quaternary Environmental History
of the Tari Basin, Papua New
Guinea, in 1994. While holding
postdoctoral positions at the
Smithsonian (STRI, Panama) and
at the University of Cambridge, he
continued to pursue his interest
in the role of past climate change
and human activity on tropical and
temperate ecosystems through work
in the Amazon Basin and southern
South America. His research is
currently focused on the application
of high-resolution palaeoecological
analysis to our understanding of
the impact of climate variability
and human activity on terrestrial
ecosystems of the Pacific and Indian
Oceans during the Holocene. He
is also developing e-Research
tools in palaeoecology such as
the Australasian Pollen and Spore
Atlas and the PalaeoWorks website.
He is currently using his knowledge
of Australian pollen to explore
the impact of atmospheric pollen
and spores on respiratory health.
Professor Assa Doron
Deputy Director, Research
Professor Assa Doron’s main areas of
interest include urban anthropology,
development studies, media, the
environment and public health. Much
of his fieldwork was carried out in
Varanasi where he focused on the
ritual economy of the river Ganga,
as well as media, and more recently
questions around waste and the
environment. His books include Life
on the Ganga, (Cambridge, 2013)
and two co-authored monographs
with Robin Jeffrey, titled The
Great Indian Phone Book: How the
Cheap Cell Phone Changes Business,
Politics, and Daily Life (Harvard
UP/C. Hurst, 2013); and Waste of
a Nation: Garbage and Growth in
India (Harvard University Press 2018).

Dr Shameem Black
Deputy Director, Education

Dr Shameem Black is a scholar of
postcolonial literary, cultural and
gender studies with a focus on
India and its diaspora. Her work
explores questions of globalisation
and the ethics of cross-cultural
engagement in contemporary life.
Her current work investigates
changing ideas of Indianness in the
world by exploring the imaginative
life of yoga, a cultural practice that
has assumed particular power for
the Indian state. She is the Deputy
Director of the South Asia Research
Institute at ANU and a Fellow in
the Higher Education Academy.
Associate Professor
Peter Friedlander
Deputy Director Languages,
Head of Languages (South and
South East Asian Studies)
Associate Professor Peter
Friedlander completed his
PhD on the life and works of
the medieval Hindi poet-saint
Ravidas in 1991. He has taught
Hindi language, Buddhist Studies
and Indian Studies for Antioch
University abroad (Bodhgaya),
La Trobe University (Melbourne),
and the National University of
Singapore. He was awarded an
honour for his contribution to the
study of Hindi and Hindi literature
at the World Hindi Conference
in South Africa in 2013 and was
the invited keynote speaker
at the World Hindi Secretariat
International Hindi Day in
Mauritius in 2016. His research
interests include Hindi language,
pedagogy, Hindi print media,
religious traditions in South Asia
and, Buddhism and society.

Associate Professor
Stuart Bedford
Head of Archaeology and
Natural History Associate
Professor Stuart Bedford is an
archaeologist who has current
projects in the Central Pacific
(Fiji, Samoa and Tonga), Western
Micronesia (Palau and the Mariana
Islands), and islands in the Indian
Ocean. His interests centre on
colonisation theory, particularly
the development of methods
and approaches able to model
the social and environmental
conditions of migrant groups
after their arrival on uninhabited
landscapes. He is currently
examining the development and
expansion of complex societies
in West Polynesia from the study
and conservation of monumental
architecture and the evidence for
long-distance voyaging in a major
ARC project investigating the centre
of the Tongan maritime chiefdom
on Tongatapu. He held an ARC
Future Fellowship (2010–2014),
was a Fellow of the Research
School of Asia and the Pacific
(2010), was a Fellow of the Society
of Antiquaries London (2009),
and held an ARC Postdoctoral
Fellowship from 2001–2004.
Associate Professor
Katerina Teaiwa
Head of HDR Education
Associate Professor Katerina
Teaiwa was born and raised in Fiji
and is of Banaban, I-Kiribati and
African American descent. She was
founder and convenor of the Pacific
Studies teaching program at ANU
2007–2015, Head of the Department
of Gender, Media and Cultural
Studies 2014–15 and 2019, and
Founder of the Pasifika Australia
Outreach Program with Professor
Kent Anderson 2007–2012.

She is now Associate Professor in the
School of Culture, History & Language
at ANU, Chair of the CHL Impact and
Engagement Committee, Chair of the
Oceania Working Party of the Australian
Dictionary of Biography and Co-Chair
of the ANU Family Friendly Committee.
She was awarded her Bachelor of
Science (Santa Clara University), MA
Pacific Islands Studies (University of
Hawai’i), PhD Anthropology (ANU).
Associate Professor
Duck-Young Lee
Head of Languages (East Asian Studies)
Associate Professor Duck-Young
Lee was awarded his BA in Korea
(Koog-Jey), earned his MA at
Tsukuba University in Japan and
PhD at ANU. He is an expert in
the areas of Japanese and Korean
language and linguistics, educational
linguistics, spoken discourse,
pragmatics, and Japanese teaching
methodology. His recent research
projects include personal address
terms in TV dramas, directive strategies
in spoken discourse, and teaching
spoken grammar. He is the Convenor
of the Japanese Linguistics Major,
and has supervised more than 25
research students in the areas of
Japanese-Korean language and
linguistics. He has received a number
of awards for teaching excellence,
including the Award for Excellence in
Language Teaching in 2008 and the
Award for Teaching Excellence in
2012 from College of Asia & the
Pacific, and the ANU Commendation
for Outstanding Contribution to
Student Learning in 2009 and 2013.

Associate Professor
I Wayan Arka
Head of Linguistics

Associate Professor
Chris Ballard
Head of Pacific and Asian History

Associate Professor I Wayan Arka has
made contributions to linguistics that
span different sub-disciplines: from
theoretical, formal and computational
grammar, to typology and descriptive
and documentary linguistics. All of
his projects involve international
collaborations with institutions in
Australia, Indonesia, the UK, US
and NZ, and locally with language
communities. His research generates
a deep understanding of how grammar
works, and investigates how it can be
explicitly modelled so as to produce
a precise, empirically well-motivated
description or analysis with theoretical,
typological, and practical significance.
He has particular expertise in linguistic
theory, typology, and descriptive
and documentary linguistics, with
particular focus on the numerous and
diverse languages of Indonesia. He
has carried out fieldwork in remote
parts of eastern Indonesia, organising
training in Indonesia as part of his
capacity-building efforts in the
communities in which he works. He
regularly applies his research in his
broad teaching contributions in both
Indonesian language and in Linguistics.

Associate Professor Chris Ballard has
conducted long-term field research over
the past 35 years, as an archaeologist,
historian and anthropologist, in
Southeast Asia and the Pacific, with a
particular focus on West Papua, Papua
New Guinea and Vanuatu. His present
work focuses on World Heritage and
Intangible Cultural Heritage, Deep
History and Indigenous historicities,
natural hazards and disasters, and
resource ownership and land rights.
Senior Lecturer
Ross Tapsell
Head of Gender, Media
and Cultural Studies
Dr Ross Tapsell specialises in Southeast
Asian media. He is the author of Media
Power in Indonesia: Oligarchs, Citizens
and the Digital Revolution (Rowman &
Littlefield, 2017) and co-editor of From
Grassroots Activism to Disinformation:
Social Media in Southeast Asia (ISEAS
Publishing, 2020). He has written for The
New York Times, The Guardian, VICE and
other publications in the Southeast Asian
region. Ross has been a Visiting Fellow
at Indiana University (Bloomington,
US), the Ecole des Hautes Etudes
en Sciences Sociales (Paris) and the
Institute of Southeast Asian Studies
(Singapore). He is also on the editorial
board of the international scholarly
journal Asiascape: Digital Asia (Brill).
Ross is involved in a number of
Southeast Asia activities at the
ANU. He is currently Director of
the ANU Malaysia Institute, is involved
in the ANU Indonesia Project
and the academic news/analysis
website New Mandala.

Professors Emeriti
Atholl Anderson
Emeritus Professor

Atholl’s research interests include
Oceanic (Pacific) prehistory, Indian
Ocean prehistory, island colonisation,
palaeoenvironments, zoo
archaeology, chronometry, maritime
adaptations, evolution of seafaring,
traditional history and ethnohistory.
Harold Brookfield
Emeritus Professor

Geoffrey Hope
Emeritus Professor

Geoffrey’s research assesses the past
impact of people on landscapes by
measuring vegetation change (using
pollen, charcoal and phytoliths) and
geomorphic consequences— erosion,
silting and shifts in production.
He is also interested in the roles of
climate change and fire on human
responses and adaptability.

Harold’s research interests include
cultural and political ecology,
with principal specialisation on
agrarian change in developing
countries; comparative regional
study of the dynamics of people
environment interaction in the
Pacific and Southeast Asia.

Anthony Johns
Emeritus Professor

Mark Elvin
Emeritus Professor

Ann’s research interests include
Indonesian politics, Indonesian
Islam, Impact of the West on
Indonesia, Indonesian history,
Indonesia’s writing traditions
and early Japanese history.

Mark retired from the University
in 2006 and has moved away from
his previous research interests in
Chinese history, apart from an
occasional semi-popular article and
review, and offering comments at a
handful of conferences each year. He
is currently working on annotating
his draft translation of a crucial but
relatively neglected European work in
Latin on plant science, RJ Camerer’s
De sexu plantarum epistola [Letter on
the sexuality of plants] of 1694.
Jack Golson
Emeritus Professor

Jack’s research interests include
the origins and development of
agriculture in the New Guinea
highlands. He is the founding
Professor of Prehistory at ANU.

Anthony’s research interests include
the Qur’an and the development of
Islamic learning and spirituality
in Indonesia and Malaysia.
Ann Kumar
Emeritus Professor

David Marr
Emeritus Professor

David is a specialist in Vietnamese
history, politics and culture, with
specific research interests in the
modern history of Vietnam. He
served in the US Marine Corps
between 1959 and 1964. He is an
accomplished journalist, author and
progressive political commentator.
Gavan McCormack
Emeritus Professor

Gavan’s research interests
include social and cultural
anthropology, public policy,
comparative government and
politics. He published The State of
the Japanese State: Contested Identity,
Direction and Role in 2018.

Tony Milner
Emeritus Professor

Tony’s research has focused, first,
on the history of ideas and political
culture in the ‘Malay World’—and
he has been particularly interested
in the ways in which the historian
can draw upon other disciplines
(such as anthropology and literary
criticism) in researching such
topics. Secondly, he has been
concerned with analysing the role
of values and cultural perceptions
in Asian regional relations.
Tessa Morris-Suzuki
Emeritus Professor

Tessa’s research interests include
grassroots movements and survival
politics in northeast Asia; the
Korean War in the regional context;
border controls and migration
in East Asia; national identity
and ethnic minorities in Japan;
modern Japanese historiography;
human rights in Asia; globalisation
processes (with particular reference
to northeast Asia); memory and
reconciliation in northeast Asia;
the Fukushima nuclear accident
B16 in social and historical context.
She concluded her laureate project
‘Informal Life Politics’ in 2018.
Mark Mosko
Emeritus Professor

Mark is continuing research on
the dynamics of personhood,
agency and exchange in North
Mekeo (PNG) sociality and
history, including processes
of commodification Christian
conversion, and changing patterns
of chiefly leadership. He published
Ways of Baloma: Rethinking Magic and
Kinship from the Trobriands in 2017.

Andrew Pawley
Emeritus Professor

Andrew is collaborating with Malcolm
Ross and Meredith Osmond on a sevenvolume series using lexical comparisons
to reconstruct the culture and
environment of Proto Oceanic speakers;
completing dictionaries of Kalam
(Papua New Guinea), Wayan (Western
Fiji) and Gela (Solomon Is.); and
collaborating with Ian Saem Majnep
on a book on Kalam ethnobotany.
Anthony Reid
Emeritus Professor

Anthony researches the history
of Southeast Asia, with particular
interests in Indonesia and Malaysia,
early modern history, nationalism,
minorities, social, economic and
religious history, and Sumatra. Having
recently completed a new history of
Southeast Asia, he is exploring the
interface between history and geology
in Indonesia’s natural disaster record.
Peter Rimmer
Emeritus Professor

Peter’s research interests include
economic geography, global information
systems, postcolonial studies, urban
design, transport economics, Asian
history, social change, Pacific history,
economic history and Japanese
literature. He published Consumer
Logistics: Surfing the Digital Wave with
Professor Booi Hon Kam in 2020.
Malcolm Ross
Emeritus Professor
For the last few years, Malcolm’s
main involvement has been in the
Oceanic Lexicon Project (a project
of the Department of Linguistics)
and in various aspects of Formosan
(Taiwan) and Papuan (New Guinea)
historical linguistics. His research
interests include Austronesian and
Papuan languages, theory of language
change, contact-induced language
change and historical change in
grammatical constructions.

Gerard Ward
Emeritus Professor

Gerard’s research interests
include physical geography and
environmental geoscience, Asian
history and Pacific history.
John Makeham
Emeritus Professor

John’s research interests are focused
on the intellectual history of Chinese
philosophy of all periods. His current
appointment is Chair and Director
of the China Studies Research
Centre at La Trobe University.
Peter Jackson
Emeritus Professor

Peter has written extensively on
modern Thai cultural history
with special interests in religion,
sexuality, and critical theoretical
approaches to mainland Southeast
Asian cultural history.
Kathy Robinson
Emeritus Professor

Kathy’s research interests include
Indonesia and Southeast Asia,
development, gender, traditional
architecture, medical anthropology,
Islam, Internet-mediated social
relations; cross-cultural marriages.
She has recently launched an online
project called Land, Labour and
Society in Acheh Besar—Chandra
Jayawardena’s unpublished field notes.
John Minford
Emeritus Professor

John is a sinologist and translator.
His research interests include
Chinese literature, theatre,
poetry and philosophy.

Brij Lal
Emeritus Professor

Brij is working on a largescale project
on Australia’s engagement with the
South Pacific from the 1940s to the
1980s, focusing on the Solomon Islands,
Fiji and Vanuatu. His research on Fiji
continues with a historical dictionary
and a general interpretative volume
for the University of Hawai’i currently
in preparation, along with a series
of essays on the politics and culture
of the Indian indentured diaspora.
Simultaneously, he continues to
wrestle with problems of writing
about societies with unwritten pasts.
Alan Rumsey
Emeritus Professor

A linguistic anthropologist, Alan
continues to be a Chief Investigator
for the ARC Centre for the Dynamics
of Language (CoEDL). Alan’s
‘retirement’ promises to be an
active one for the foreseeable future.
He continues to teach a course in
anthropological theory, advise PhD
students, and work intensively with
research assistants on Ku Waru, the
language and culture in PNG.
Margaret Jolly
Emeritus Professor

An ARC Laureate Fellow during
2010–2016, Margaret was farewelled
and welcomed into the distinguished
cohort of CHL Emeriti in 2020 by the
ANU Gender Institute and the School
of Culture, History & Language in the
College of Asia & the Pacific. Margaret
has been a Fellow of the Academy
of the Social Sciences in Australia
since 1999. She is a transdisciplinary
scholar of gender and Pacific studies
who has written extensively on
gender in Oceania, on exploratory
voyages and travel writing, missions
and contemporary Christianity,
maternity and sexuality, cinema and
art. She is currently focused on gender
and climate change in Oceania.

Courses

63x

63 Asian Courses
ASIA2001/8051

Language in Asia and the Pacific
ASIA2103/8051

Language in Asia and the Pacific (L)
ASIA2003

Chinese Literature
ASIA2006/6106/GEND2002

Gender in Korean History
ASIA2009/6010

The Making of Modern Japan:
From Samurai to Economic
Superpower and Beyond
ASIA2014/6014

China: Language, Discourse,
and Political Culture
ASIA2016

The Mongol Empire in World History
ASIA2017

History of International
Relations in Northeast Asia
ASIA2031/6031

Japanese Politics
ASIA2037/6037

History of Modern China
ASIA2039/6039

Burma/Myanmar
- a Country in Crisis
ASIA2040/6006

The Making of Modern Korea
ASIA2041

Mainland Southeast Asia: Colonial
and Postcolonial Predicaments
ASIA2044/6044

Chinese History: The Imperial
Period (221 BC–1800)
ASIA2049

Politics and Society in
Contemporary Korea

ASIA2054

Chinese Philosophy: Creation
and Development
ASIA2058

Japanese Popular Culture: Manga,
Anime, Film & the Visual Arts
ASIA2072/6072

Taiwan: History and Culture
ASIA2073

Chinese Calligraphy:
History and Practice
ASIA2074/6074

Popular Culture in East Asia
ASIA2096

North Korea: History,
Culture, Politics
ASIA2099/8012

ASIA2302

Culture and Modernity in Asia:
Anthropological Perspectives
ASIA2304

What is Literature?
Asian Perspectives

Archaeology of China
ASIA2222

Taiwanese Society and Politics
ASIA2270/6270

India Past and Present: The impact of
pre-colonial history on India today
ASIA2271/6271

The Making of South Asia
ASIA2275

The Pleasures and Powers
of Stories in South Asia
ASIA2280

Anthropology and
Technology in India
ASIA2301

Human Migration and Expansion
in the Rise of the Asia-Pacific

ASIA3040/6040

ASIA3053/8047

Linguistic Histories in
Asia and the Pacific
ASIA2100/6308

Linguistic Histories in Asia
and the Pacific (L)
ASIA2311/GEND2001

Gender and Cultural Studies
in Asia and the Pacific

ASIA2747

ASIA2203/6202

Indonesia in the Malay World:
Culture, Media and Everyday Life

ASIA2308/6308

ASIA2116/6176

Borders and their Transgressions
in Mainland Southeast Asia

ASIA3035

History of Empire in Asia

ASIA2366

ASIA2167

The Contemporary Chinese World

Literary and Cultural
Discourse in Modern Japan

ASIA2307

Foundations of Chinese Society:
Friends, Family, Connections
India’s Culture Wars

ASIA3034

Foundations of Chinese Culture
Airlines in Asia and the Pacific:
Histories, Technologies,
Cultures and Geographies
ASIA3011/6511

Samurai Society and Social
Control in Japan
ASIA3021/8040

Engaging Asia: Australia
and the Asian Century
ASIA3029/ASIA6042

Reconciliation and the
memory of conflict in Asia
ASIA3030/6030

History of the State System
in Southeast Asia
ASIA3031

Creative Industries in Korea
ASIA3032

Digital Asia: Technology and Society
ASIA3033/8011

Rethinking Northeast Asia:
Region, Culture and Society

Rituals of Life and Death
in Asia and the Pacific
ASIA3272/6272

Truth and Falsity in Indian
History and Politics
ASIA8020

National and Transnational
Histories in Asia and the Pacific
ASIA8021

ARCH8040

Microanalysis in
Archaeological Science
WARS2003/6088

The Korean War

4x
21x

4 Burmese Courses
BURM1002/6002, BURM1003/6003,
BURM2001/6101, BURM2002/6102

Burmese 1–4

21 Chinese & Cantonese Courses
CHIN1012/6012, CHIN2022/6022

Modern Chinese 1&2 - Spoken
CHIN1013/6013, CHIN2023/6023

Modern Chinese 1&2 - Written
CHIN2014/6520, CHIN2017/6521,
CHIN3022/6522, CHIN3023/6523

Modern Chinese 3–6

Activism and Social Change
in Asia and the Pacific

CHIN3024/6524, CHIN3025/6525

ASIA8038

CHIN2019/6530, CHIN2021/6531

Writing Ethnography in
Asia and the Pacific
ASIA8046

Maps and Mapping for the Social
Sciences and Humanities
ASIA8048

Disasters and Epidemics in
Asia and the Pacific
ASIA8049

International History from
Asia and the Pacific: Framing
critical perspectives
ASIA8050

Social Conflict and Environmental
Challenges in Asia and the Pacific
ARCH2007

Archaeological laboratory methods
ARCH8031

Archaeological Science
Research Project 2

Advanced Modern Chinese A&B
Literary Chinese 1&2
CHIN3015/6015

Advanced Literary Chinese
CHIN3041/6041

Chinese-English Translation
CHIN3216/6216

Chinese-English Interpreting
CHST3211/6211

Reading China: Past and Present
CHST3212/6212

Reading Chinese Literature:
Theory and Criticism
CHIN2024/6201, CHIN2025/6202,
CHIN3203/6203

Cantonese 1–3
CHIN2013/6016

Taiwanese (Southern Min)

6x

6 Hindi Courses
HIND1100/6100, HIND1200/6200,
HIND2300/6300, HIND2400/6400,
HIND3500/6500, HIND3600/6600

Hindi 1–6

HIND2525/6525

Learning Language Locally: India

8x

8 Indonesian Courses
INDN1002/6102, INDN1003/6103,
INDN2002/6002, INDN2003/6003,
INDN3002/6502, INDN3003/6503

Indonesian 1–6
INDN3015/6015

Advanced Indonesian:
Translation into English
INDN3104/6104

Advanced Indonesian: History and
Development of the Language

19x

19 Japanese Courses
JPNS1012/6112, JPNS2003/6113

Japanese 1&2 - Spoken

JPNS1014/6114, JPNS2005/6115

Japanese 1&2 - Written

JPNS2012/6012, JPNS2013/6013,
JPNS3001/6014, JPNS3002/6015

Japanese 3–6

JPNS2024/6024

Japanese Grammar and Expressions
JPNS3005/6505

Advanced Japanese: Issues
in Contemporary Japan
JPNS3006/6506

Advanced Japanese:
Language in Context
JPNS3007/6507

Advanced Japanese: Readings
in Culture and Society
JPNS3008/6508

Advanced Japanese:
Readings in Literature

Majors, Minors and Specialisations
JPNS3012/6512

Teaching Japanese: Content
JPNS3013/6513

Japanese - English Translation
JPNS3014/6514

Teaching Japanese: Method
JPNS3023/6023

Research Topics in Japanese:
History & Society
JPNS3024/6025

Research Topics in Japanese:
International Relations & Politics
JPNS3102/6102

Debating Japan: Contemporary
Intellectual Debates

8x

8 Korean Courses
KORE1020/6120, KORE1021/6121,
KORE2521/6521, KORE2522/6522,
KORE3012/6512, KORE3013/6513

Korean 1–6

KORE3015/6017

Advanced Korean: Film and Society
KORE3018/6018

Advanced Korean:
Literature and Media

7x

7 Linguistics Courses
LING2005/6005

Language Across Time
LING2028/6028

Japanese Linguistics
LING2040/6040

Austronesian Languages
LING2105/6105

Forensic Linguistics:
Language and the Law
LING3012/6009

Field Methods in Linguistics
LING3031/6031

Papuan Languages

LING3032/6032

Forensic Linguistics: Forensic
Voice and Text Comparison

4x
4x

4 Mongolian Courses
MNGL1002/6002, MNGL1003/6003,
MNGL2002/6102, MNGL2003/6103

Mongolian 1–4

7x

7 Vietnamese Courses

Undergraduate Minors

VIET1002/6102, VIET1003/6103,

Advanced Chinese Language

VIET2002/6002, VIET2003/6003,
VIET3002/6502, VIET3003/6503

Vietnamese 1–6
VIET3015/6015

English-Vietnamese Translation

5x

4 Pacific Courses

5 PhD (Coursework)

PASI1012

ASIA9051

Pacific Worlds: critical
inquiry in Oceania

Topics in Asia and Pacific Research
ASIA9021

Pacific Studies in a Globalising World

Introduction to Academic Skills
for HDR Research - Part A

PASI3002/8008/GEND3002

ASIA9022

PASI2001/6001

Gender and Sexuality in the Pacific
PASI8002

Pacific Foundations: From maritime
societies to global cultures

8x

8 Sanskrit Courses
SKRT1002/6102, SKRT1003/6106,
SKRT2103/6160, SKRT2104/6107,
SKRT3004/6105, SKRT3005/6106

Sanskrit 1–6

4x
6x
2x
4x

4 Tetum Courses
TETM1002/6002, TETM1003/6003,
TETM2004/6104, TETM2005/6105

Introduction to Academic Skills
for HDR Research - Part B
ASIA9044

Introduction to Sinological Methods
LING9001

Topics in Linguistics

Yanyan Wang

Advanced Japanese Language
Shunichi Ishihara

Advanced Korean Language
Eun Seon Kim

Advanced Sanskrit Language
McComas Taylor

Asian and Pacific Anthropology
Assa Doron

Asian and Pacific Archaeology
Jack Fenner

Asian and Pacific Culture,
Media and Gender

2 Tibetan Courses
TIBN1002/6002, TIBN1003/6003

Tibetan 1&2

4 Tok Pisin Courses
TOKP1002/6002, TOKP1003/6003,
TOKP2001/6101, TOKP2002/6102

Tok Pisin 1–4

Mongolian Language

Northeast Asian Studies

Northeast Asian Studies

Sanskrit Language

Sanskrit Language

Southeast Asian Studies

Southeast Asian Studies

Thai Language

Tetum Language

Vietnamese Language

Li Narangoa

Ruth Barraclough
McComas Taylor
Jane Ferguson

Peter Friedlander

Thai Language

Ruth Barraclough
Ruth Barraclough
McComas Taylor
Jane Ferguson
Janit Feangfu

Hoang Ngoc Yen Le

Tok Pisin Language

Burmese Language and Culture

Jenny Homerang

Yuri Takahashi

Asian and Pacific
Literature and Film

Vietnamese Language

Chinese Language and Culture

I Wayan Arka

Carol Hayes

Asian History

Christopher Ballard

Asian Studies
I Wayan Arka

Burmese Language
Yuri Takahashi

Chinese Studies

Thai 1–6

Korean Studies

Michael Schimmelpfennig

Eun Seon Kim

Asian and Pacific Linguistics

6 Thai Courses

THAI3002/6502, THAI3008/6008

Literary Chinese

Postgraduate Specialisations

Tetum 1–4

THAI2002/6002, THAI2003/6003,

Korean Language

Ruth Barraclough

Janit Feangfu

Shameem Black

Chinese Language

THAI1002/6102, THAI1003/6103,

Korean Studies

Yanyan Wang

Michael Schimmelpfennig

Hindi Language
Peter Friedlander

India Studies

McComas Taylor

Indonesian Language
I Wayan Arka

Indonesian Studies
Ross Tapsell

Japanese Language
Shunichi Ishihara

Japanese Linguistics
Duck-Young Lee

Korean Language
Eun Seon Kim

Hoang Ngoc Yen Le

Undergraduate Majors
Asian and Pacific Culture,
Media and Gender
Shameem Black

Asian History

Christopher Ballard

Asian Studies
I Wayan Arka

Chinese Language
Yanyan Wang

Chinese Studies

Michael Schimmelpfennig

Hindi Language
Peter Friedlander

India Studies

Stephanie Majcher

Indonesian Language
I Wayan Arka

Indonesian Studies
Ross Tapsell

Japanese Language
Shunichi Ishihara

Japanese Linguistics
Duck-Young Lee

Japanese Studies
Simon Avenell

Yanyan Wang

Hindi Language and Culture
Peter Friedlander

Indonesian Language and Culture
I Wayan Arka

Japanese Language and Culture
Shunichi Ishihara

Korean Language and Culture
Eun Seon Kim

Literary Chinese Language
and Culture
Michael Schimmelpfennig

Mongolian Language and Culture
Li Narangoa

Sanskrit Language and Culture
McComas Taylor

Tetum Language and Culture
Peter Friedlander

Thai Language and Culture
Janit Feangfu

Tok Pisin Language and Culture
Jenny Homerang

Vietnamese Language and Culture
Hoang Ngoc Yen Le

The School of Culture, History &
Language is a community of researchers
dedicated to investigating and learning
with and about the people, languages
and lands of Asia and the Pacific.

CHL’s combination of in-depth
engagement with the languages, modern
and deep histories, cultures, societies
and polities of Asia and the Pacific is
unique in the world. The intersection
of area and disciplinary modes of
organisation creates productive patterns
of cross-fertilisation, enabling innovative
interdisciplinary, cross-disciplinary and
transdisciplinary research that addresses
dynamic changes in both the region and
the academy.

Anthropology
Archaeology and Natural History
Gender, Media and Cultural Studies
Pacific and Asian History
Linguistics
Languages

chl.anu.edu.au

